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Sweet Chic
Alabama

NEW YORK — Natalie Chanin may hail from down

South, but the Project Alabama collection she

presented on Saturday is fit for girls-in-the-know

everywhere — from Montgomery to Milan. A perfect

concoction of country and city, the lineup included

hand-quilted looks, as well as sleek, polished

combinations, like this starry jacket, bustier and skirt.

For more on the collections, see pages 6 to 13.

See Redesigning, Page16

Revamping Bergdorf’s:
Store Steps Up Program
To Build Sales to $500M
By David Moin

NEW YORK — It’s been an expensive, 10-
year, stop-and-go process, but Bergdorf
Goodman’s overhaul is picking up steam
again.

The goal of the project, at an estimated
cost of $80 million to $85 million, is to
modernize the luxury emporium, retain
the classicism while injecting some
hipness it’s never had before and grow
revenues to at least $500 million a year. 

And, as Bergdorf ’s parent, the Neiman
Marcus Group, is close to being acquired
by Texas Pacific Group and Warburg
Pincus for $5.1 billion, such growth will 





The Australian
wool industry has
a small problem.

It just landed on her 
right shoulder.

Australia, home of the world’s finest

Merino wool and the world’s largest

Merino sheep flock is also, unfortunately,

home to a particularly aggressive species

of fly, Lucilia cuprina. Beautiful name,

but ugly reputation.

These blowflies specifically target

Merino sheep and, without going into

gory detail, can very easily lead to the

sheep becoming infested and eventually

dying a painful death.

To prevent these deaths, Australian

farmers remove a strip of skin from the

rear end of the lambs, preventing wool

from growing and becoming soiled 

and damp in the flies’ favorite target

area. This practice is called ‘mulesing’

(pronounced mule-zing) after the inventor

of the procedure J.H.Mules.

Recently an animal rights group

targeted the Australian wool industry,

calling for an immediate end to mulesing

and for people to stop buying Australian

Merino wool until this practice is ceased.

This no doubt well-meaning but, in

our opinion, misguided demand would

have exactly the opposite effect to that

presumably intended. It is estimated that

without mulesing up to three million

Australian sheep would die a slow and

agonizing death each year depending on

the weather conditions.

Furthermore if any call to stop buying

Australian Merino wool proved effective

this could lead to grave problems for the

Australian wool industry (which provides

65% of the world’s fine Merino wool). 

Australian woolgrowers pride

themselves on having animal welfare

and fiber production practices which are

equal to any in the world. Over several

decades the Australian wool industry

has spent millions of dollars on animal

welfare research including the search for

an effective alternative to mulesing.

There are promising new technologies in

development and the objective is to have

a viable alternative fully operational as

soon as possible.

Australian Merino wool is a natural,

renewable fiber produced in one of the

cleanest agricultural environments in

the world. Its amazing qualities of

comfort, drape, feel and style make it

universally desirable. So let’s hope that

common sense prevails so we can all 

get back to enjoying high quality fashion

and other products made from the

world’s finest natural fiber. 

For further information please go to

www.woolisbest.com
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FASHION
New York Fashion Week got under way over the weekend, with runway
presentations from Tommy Hilfiger, Project Alabama and Baby Phat.

GENERAL
RETAIL: The ambitious remodeling process at Bergdorf Goodman
continues, as it strives to grow revenues to at least $500 million a year.

INNERWEAR: Luxury lingerie, with an accent on femininity and glamour,
headlined the action at the Lyon Mode City intimate apparel trade show.

JEWELRY: Cartier rolls out the red carpet to launch its high jewelry line as
Frédéric de Narp steps out as its North America president and ceo.

ACCESSORIES: The Costume Institute is showcasing special baubles with
the new exhibit “Rara Avis: Selections From the Iris Barrel Apfel Collection.”

Entering its 20th year in business, Dockers is set to prove it’s about more
than just “Nice Pants” with a new, multifaceted marketing effort.

Maidenform Brands has completed a successful IPO and is focusing on an
ad campaign for The Dream Bra and growing its lines globally.

EYE
The basic essentials to get through show week, according to attendees and
participants…Questions and Answers with Ron Galella.
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MONDAY: Olympus Fashion Week, New York (contin-
ues through Friday).

Spinexpo Shanghai (through Wednesday).

TUESDAY: The U.S. Commerce Department releases
the July foreign trade report and the August
Producer Price Index.

Milano Unica, Milan (through Friday).

WEDNESDAY: The Commerce Department releases
the August retail sales report.

Ready to Show and Intertex, Milan (through Friday).

THURSDAY: The Commerce Department releases the
August Consumer Price Index.

Prato Expo, Florence (through Saturday).

FRIDAY: Surf Expo, Orlando, Fla. (through Sunday).

SATURDAY: Designers at the Essex House, New York
(through Sept. 20).

SUNDAY: Designers & Agents, Atelier Designers
Collections, American & International Designers,
Pacific Designer Collection and The Train, New York
(through Sept. 20).

Nouveau Collective, New York (through Sept. 21).
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By Sharon Edelson 
and David Moin

NEW YORK — As the chaos from
Hurricane Katrina rolls on and
the death toll mounts, retailers
continue to try to locate missing
employees, assess store damages
and establish relief programs for
thousands of displaced workers.

Wal-Mart said 93 percent of
its 34,000 employees from the
hurricane region are safe or
working in other company units.
That leaves 2,380 associates at
large. The company, as of Friday,
had 15 stores closed.

Wal-Mart activated an online
emergency contact registry for
customers and associates to e-
mail, post and search for mes-
sages from family and loved
ones. Associates and the public
can go to any Wal-Mart, Sam’s
Club or Neighborhood Market
and use store kiosks and gift

registries to access the service.
The registry also can be ac-
cessed at home via the compa-
ny’s Web sites. 

The company, which has com-
mitted $17 million to the relief
effort, is giving associates the
opportunity to apply for jobs in
regions where they’ve temporar-
ily or permanently resettled.
More than 1,000 people took ad-
vantage of the offer, said Melissa
O’Brien, a spokeswoman. 

“They’re eligible for up to
$1,000 in cash,” said O’Brien.
“That will take them to the end
of the month. We’ve offered
them a job wherever they are.
That’s a great relief.” 

Gap Inc. said Friday that 91
employees were still missing,
and it had received reports of
tragedies. A two-year-old child
of one of Gap’s workers was lost
in the hurricane, and one work-
er lost four family members, ac-

cording to Robin Carr, Gap’s di-
rector of media relations and
corporate communications. 

More than 1,300 Gap employ-
ees have been affected by the
hurricane. The company wants
them to know about Gap-spon-
sored assistance such as housing
and clothing allowances and ad-
ditional pay, and urges them to
call Gap or to visit the corporate
Web site, gapinc.com, and click
on Hurricane Katrina Relief.

At one time, 70 Gap stores
were knocked out, but as of
Friday, there were just 22 still out. 

“We are going to reemploy
our employees anywhere in the
country they want to be reem-
ployed,” said Carr.

As part of the corporation’s re-
lief efforts, all Gap, Banana
Republic, Old Navy and outlet lo-
cations are offering a 15 percent
discount on merchandise
through Oct. 31 to customers from
areas impacted by Hurricane
Katrina, provided they show ei-
ther an Alabama, Louisiana or
Mississippi identification card. 

Gap already has committed
$1 million to disaster relief
through Gap Foundation and is
providing a double-match for all
employee donations to the
American Red Cross. 

J.C. Penney had about 900
people working in stores in the
hurricane’s path. “We’ve reached
about half of them,” said a
spokesman, Tim Lyons. “We have
a hotline and are encouraging
people to call in. We’re working
with the police and there’s a
great deal of communication be-
tween the various authorities in-
volved and our people.”

Saks Inc. is trying to learn
the whereabouts of 30 New
Orleans associates and is work-
ing with local law enforcement
and other agencies to locate
them. The company has been in
contact with about 200 New
Orleans associates.

“All of the associates we have
heard from are safe, although
the majority report extensive
damage to their homes and
property,” the company said in a
statement. “At this time, the New
Orleans Saks Fifth Avenue store
remains closed indefinitely.” 

Charlotte-based Cato Corp.
still has a few associates unac-
counted for, and of the 125
stores that were initially affect-
ed by the storm (of which 50 re-
mained closed on Aug. 31), 11
are currently closed. The major-
ity of the 11 are expected to be
closed for up to six months. 

However, no significant sup-
ply chain disruption is expect-
ed for the apparel and footwear
industry as a result of the hurri-
cane, with imports of this mer-
chandise mostly coming
through West Coast, and to a
lesser extent, East Coast ports,
according to a Prudential
Equity Group research report
issued Friday. 

However, the report added,
“We have concerns about pro-
longed store closures and cut-
backs in discretionary spend-
ing.” Rebuilding efforts, accord-
ing to Prudential, will increase
consumer spending, but apparel
and footwear purchases will be
“a low priority and mostly just
in necessity.”

Retailers Step Up Katrina Aid

FFRREEEE  AAcccceessss
The Women’s Wear Daily Web site will be FREE during New York
Fashion Week. Get the inside scoop: reviews, the latest news,
features and much more. For information, visit wwd.com.
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Tommy Hilfiger: A spit-and-polish window display
for potential bidders, maybe. A clear statement of
his company’s direction — definitely. After 20 years
and major digressions through rock, rap and the U.
S. Attorney’s office, Tommy Hilfiger went resolutely
back to his roots: squeaky clean prep with just a
soupçon of cool. It’s a message Hilfiger sent loud and

clear on Friday night with every one of his hundred looks, all
presented on fresh-faced girls and boys who walked the runway

in dressed-down khaki, madras and gingham — Bermudas pulled
down just so over the bands of colorful boxers.

Hilfiger found himself in a peculiar position this season, with a
yen to celebrate a big anniversary but with his company still in the
throes of challenging times. Yet celebrate he did, even if his front row
was far from the boldface fest many had expected. (Sightings includ-

ed TV stars Katherine Heigl of “Grey’s Anatomy,” Josh Duhamel of
“Las Vegas” and Sophia Bush of “One Tree Hill.”) He opened
with a video montage, its snippets including baby Tommy, a map

of Elmira, N.Y., the Murjani years, advertising and a host of celebrities
with strong or scant ties to Hilfiger — Jagger, Iman, Diddy, Kate Hudson,
Lindsay Lohan and Britney Spears. Then came the prep parade, radiat-
ing the same wide-eyed wonder as the video. It was all dressed-down
beachiness, its nautical motifs worked in a pleasant mix of low-key tailor-
ing and play clothes, although one did wonder if all those bare feet made
a statement about ease, or just that Hilfiger couldn’t decide on a shoe.

At times the quest for casual turned corny, and it certainly went on
too long. There should be a reason for hiring 100 models other than
that a designer can afford to; Hilfiger could have made his point with
half the cast. But there’s a lot to be said for his happy, wholesome,
unironic approach — not to mention a runway populated by pretty
girls wearing pretty smiles.

Project Alabama: Whoever thought that city mice and country mice
don’t mix well would sing a different tune if they sat through
Natalie Chanin’s first runway show. In fact, the down-hominess of
Chanin’s hand-quilted pieces played quite nicely with the polished

Whether understated or with a dash of flash, the New York runways offered plenty of option

Tommy
Hilfiger

Tommy
Hilfiger

Baby Phat

new
york

new
york

Down Home o
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look of tailored jackets, full skirts and belted coats — many of which
sparkled lightly courtesy of just a touch of beading. Backstage, Chanin chalked
up the progress to her participation in the CFDA/Vogue Fashion Fund. “It made
us think about who we are,” said the Alabama native. “And we are really a
company that is made in America.” Following that vein, Chanin chose Marilyn
Monroe, an American icon, as her source of inspiration. Still, the designer
didn’t belabor the reference, which showed its face subtly in the nipped-waist
silhouettes and the messy, but glamorous, updos. Instead, she showed a look
very much her own with motifs of sunburst florals, twinkling stars and a
diamond pattern. You’ve heard of clothes that take you from day to evening.
Well, Chanin has given us a look that takes you from Fifth Avenue to Florence,
Ala., and back, looking just right all the way. 

Doo.Ri: Doori Chung, one of last year’s CFDA/Vogue Fashion Fund participants, is
a talented designer whose interesting ideas are executed with a lofty level of
workmanship. For spring, Chung explored the play between structure and softness
by quilting chiffon into a lovely little bolero, trimming a tailored cotton blazer with
tulle and pairing a pale cotton khaki with decidedly more flou fabrics — jersey

and satin. There was even a touch of that fashion yin-yang in a great belted trench
with a collar that bloomed into layers of ruffles. And the combination worked well
in a jersey trapeze dress with a constructed satin halter. But at times, the designer
complicated the issue just a touch too much, resulting in a collection that wasn’t
quite as strong as those that have made her a critical darling. 

Baby Phat: Fashion is an aspirational sport. And Kimora Lee Simmons makes no
bones about knowing that the Baby Phat customer is one who wants to live a
Kimora lifestyle — with a closetful of flashy designer clothes and shelves of to-die-
for handbags. For spring, Simmons sent out streams of pampered glamazons, the
kind of women who exist, theoretically at least, on Rodeo Drive, in Jackie Susann
novels and the imagination of Donatella Versace, to whom Simmons seemed to be
flattering in her show, or copying, depending on your view of imitation. Not
surprisingly, the big-haired beauties were accessorized to the hilt. And why not?
The oversized visors might be meant solely for the runway, but not so those aviator
sunglasses, chunky crystal bangles and “It”-bag-inspired handbags, which, along
with the skinny jeans, denim minis and sexy jersey tops, will surely keep Simmons
in her glamazon gear.

ons for spring that kept things easy and chic.

Doo.Ri

Project Alabama

Project
Alabama
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Tracy Reese: As ever, Tracy Reese designs for the girl with the most party invites
and the fullest dance card. And come spring, she’ll make her grand entrance in
Southern eyelash-batting, tea-sipping, parasol-twirling style. Reese’s collection
was a lacy affair to be sure, with plenty of frills, overlays and underskirts in a
parade of lime green, pink, blue and cream slipdresses and gowns. All the lace
was relieved by a few brocade vests and jackets, as well as a sprinkling of floral-
printed silk frocks — the prettiest a swingy brown-on-tan look. Reese also
introduced a new idea in a few military jackets, but these read a bit random —
unless, that is, some gallant Army cadet lent this sweet debutante his jacket on a
chilly night. 

Stephen Burrows: Why should Stephen Burrows fiddle with the very thing that’s
charmed his girls for decades? Because, as this collection made clear, he wants to
add a whole new audience. While managing to retain the spirit of his label — the
lettuce edging, color-blocking and contrast stitching — the designer moved in new
directions with sexier shapes and paler colors. There were black-and-white
printed shirtdresses, for example, and pretty little wraps, slips and sundresses —
all fitted close to the torso — in mint, yellow and white. From all indications,
Burrows is on track to gather those younger fans — a possibility mirrored by the
sight of former top model Pat Cleveland sitting in the front row, proudly filming

her daughter, Anna, as she camped it up on the runway just like Mom used to.

Lacoste: The classic alligator is getting more fun and fabulous every season.
Certainly, these days, the label represents more about fashion than sports, with
looks that are far more suited to playing — and sometimes flirting — than
competing. On the girly side, there were charming, fun dresses, strapless jersey
frocks and low-slung minis. But creative director Christophe Lemaire mixed in
skater and tennis references as well, putting it all together with amusing
kneesocks, helmet caps and knee pads for a look he called “preppy pop.” And in a
nod to another master of the prep genre, Ralph Lauren — who recently enlarged
his polo player — Lemaire magnified the alligator to huge proportions and
plastered it on an oh-so-cozy robe.

Sari Gueron: In an increasingly crowded scene of young New York designers,
finding your voice isn’t an easy task. But Sari Gueron seems to have honed in on
hers: pretty, feminine dresses with subtle, but beautifully rendered details. It’s the
perfect gear for the coolest girl in the room — the one who doesn’t need to hit you
over the head with a flashy ensemble.
Gueron’s spring lineup veered away from her usual silk-heavy evening look. Instead,
she worked in a subdued palette of cottons — the wonderfully chic combination of

new
york

new
york

Tracy
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Burrows
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Burrows

Tracy Reese

Whether flirty, playful or sophisticated, spring looks have gone ultra pretty. That translates into lots of frills, lace
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“New York is so fresh at the moment,”
Strenesse creative director Gabriele Strehle
said a few days before her Sunday show at
Bryant Park. “I have had the chance to watch
the people and I realized that it just seems
so much freer here. It all feels so positive.”
It’s a sweet sentiment, but Strehle didn’t

move her show here simply to enjoy the
view. A move to the Big Apple generally
indicates a shift in business strategy, and
this one is no different.

The German label has become inter-
nationally recognized since it showed up
on the Milan runways in 1996. Strehle is
now looking to bring her designs to an
even wider audience. From a business
point of view, the New York show serves
to underscore the commitment the label
has and the growth potential its execu-
tives see in the American market.

“New York was absolutely a strategic
decision for us,” chief executive officer
Peter Kappler said. “We would like to
increase the recognition level of the

label in the U.S., and want to bring the
brand closer to the independent stores.

The show is a good tool for us to do that.”
Currently, the U.S. represents less than 5

percent of Strenesse’s overall revenue,
which Kappler would like to increase to 10
to 15 percent. 

Sunday’s show was ostensibly the first
step toward that goal. As she has in the past,
Strehle worked in several men’s wear refer-
ences — crisp, white cotton voile shirts,
wide-legged cuffed trousers and single-
breasted jackets that fell to mid-thigh.
However, the designer’s strongest pieces
were undeniably the very pretty dresses that
made up a good third of the 37 looks. Though
some were quite heavy on detail, none
seemed overwrought or difficult. The same,
however, could not be said of her choice to
cut tailored pieces in stiff and easily wrin-
kled organza. 

In the U.S., wholesale prices range from $50
to $650 for tops, shirts, jackets and dresses. For
the fiscal year ended May 31, Strenesse had net
sales of 84 million euros, or $104.3 million at
current exchange. The company has eight free-
standing boutiques in Germany and two in Italy,
but there are no plans for stores in the U.S. yet.
“At the moment, we want to develop our busi-
ness with local retailers,” Kappler said. “But we
wouldn’t count out opening stores in the future.”

Strenesse is sold in 80 U.S. department
and specialty store doors, such as Bergdorf
Goodman, Bloomingdale’s, Nordstrom,
Stanley Korshak, Mitchells of Westport, Conn.,
and Richards in Greenwich, Conn., as well as
neimanmarcus.com. Kappler expects the
company to expand its presence here to 150
doors within five years.

Kappler conceded the strong euro contin-
ues to be a challenge, but the company is able
to support the U.S. division by offering com-
petitive prices and to be able to deliver earli-
er than they do in other markets. “We have
now understood the demands of the U.S. mar-
ket,” Kappler said, “and we have been able to
adjust to its needs.”

black and navy — as well an alluring range of neutrals — dove grey, a smoky rose and a
pristine eggshell. And what would said cool girl be wearing to, say, an early summer gala?
Easy, a slim black cotton gown with a delightful sprinkle of navy polkadots. It’s a look that’s
less Jessica Simpson and more Sofia Coppola, who incidentally was sitting front row — and
one that for all of its simplicity, is often difficult to pull off. Kudos to Gueron.

Rodarte: By their own admission, sisters Laura and Kate Mulleavy have OCD. And it
certainly served them well with their sophomore Rodarte effort, a presentation of just 16
looks, tight enough to allow the designers to obsess over the tiniest details, such as
covering any snap closures — hidden inside the dresses — with chiffon and hand-sewing
the folds on pleated looks, such as a dress that had pleats all around.

Before the show, Laura said they envisioned “a woman standing in a rock garden full
of Brancusi sculptures.” If the StyleLounge show locale in Times Square didn’t exactly fit
the Mulleavys’ intended picture, the elegant, polished clothes did. They manipulated
fabric by weaving, pleating and twisting it into flowy gowns and cocktail dresses. Often,
they pulled out the pinking shears to finish hems and fly-away bits of chiffon, and worked
the zigzag effect most beautifully on myriad dove gray silk strips they wove into a one-
shouldered number. But as intricate as everything was, it all had a pretty swing to it.
Here’s hoping the Mulleavys will have something entirely new to obsess over soon —
filling a stream of orders.

NEW YORK — The grand finale of the Diane von Furstenberg show
Sunday evening came to an abrupt end when a track of lights crashed to
the floor just as the models were walking their last lap.

Hilary Alexander, fashion editor of London’s Daily Telegraph; Amy
Astley, editor in chief of Teen Vogue; Jane Keltner, fashion news editor of
Teen Vogue, and Karl Treacy, a reporter at The Daily, were all injured.

Alexander was visibly shaken, and the International Herald Tribune’s
Suzy Menkes and Vanity Fair’s Elizabeth Saltzman rushed to her side to com-
fort her. She left on a stretcher. Astley received a cut on her back and tore her
sweater, while Anne Christensen of The New York Times rushed Treacy, who
had a big gash on his head, out of von Furstenberg’s West 12th Street studio.

When the lights fell, there was a collective gasp in the room, and all the
models stopped and turned around to exit. Nightclub owner Amy Sacco
and a host of models advised Paris Hilton to make a quick exit.

“We were trying not to be an impediment for once, so we just got out of
the way ,” said Simon Doonan, creative director of Barneys New York. 

Several Injured at DVF Show
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United Bamboo: While some might dismiss the phrase “great detail” as
a fashion week catchphrase, that’s exactly what United Bamboo’s
Miho Aoki and Thuy Pham offered in their spring collection. Take, for
example, their lightweight suits. The double-breasted blazer had
tiered layers and was paired with pleated shorts; a shirt sporting both
zippers and buttons was shown with sweet, scallop-trimmed denim
Bermudas. Such pieces have sustained United Bamboo’s fan base over
the years, and if the packed show was any indication, the designers are
gearing up for a broader audience. Altogether, the tailored ease and
pretty feminism of their lineup equaled downright cool.

Rachel Comey: If Audrey Hepburn were to go on her Roman holiday
today, she might pack her suitcase full of pieces from Rachel Comey’s
delightful spring collection. Charming garden prints, sun-bleached
linens and crisp cottons might easily have turned too prim, but Comey
worked the chic side of the jeune fille range in lace-back jumpers,
shirtdresses and little tops paired with cigarette pants. This
collection showed real personality, indicating that Comey is growing
more confident in her sensibility with every season. 

Zaldy: After years of costuming rock stars and showing to a crowd
of mainly friends, this was supposed to be Zaldy’s big arrival to the
accessible fashion scene. To mark the occasion, Gwen Stefani and
Andrea Lieberman, his co-conspirators in the pop star’s L.A.M.B.
line, as well as longtime friend and current Marc Jacobs
poster boy Rufus Wainwright, sat in the front row. And next
to them were Barneys New York’s Julie Gilhart and Henri
Bendel’s Scott Tepper — the first major retail presence at
any Zaldy show.

Unfortunately, Zaldy still seemed focused mainly on
making his musician friends happy with arty dramatics. The
flame-red hooded caftan and black bra with a gargantuan
bow just won’t work anywhere but on stage. There were,
though, some pretty moments to tempt potential shoppers:
draped jersey dresses, especially in a lovely pink print, and
two tank-and-slouchy skirt combos, one nude, the other white. 

Imitation: How would you know you were at an Imitation
show if it weren’t for the hipster-filled circus at the door? It
simply wouldn’t be the same. So, while the ensuing mayhem
may elicit a resigned eye roll, it’s all par for the course.
Once guests got past the metal detectors in New York City
Surrogate’s Court, where Tara Subkoff was showing, the
grand marble staircase and gallery provided a dramatic
setting for the designer to introduce her new jeans
collection, created with denim company Blue Concept. But
Subkoff did more than merely get you acquainted. The dark
denim avalanche was like a Chinese restaurant menu, offering
endless variations of jackets, tops, pants and dresses. But you
left the metaphorical table feeling more than satisfied. 

Smaller series followed: sweet, white cotton dresses, men’s
jeans and T-shirts and a second wave of denim, this time in a
bleached pale blue. It was all plenty stylish, wearable and, most
importantly, capable of being mass-produced and sold. What there
wasn’t was a single stitch of reworked vintage, the stuff that falls
under the Imitation of Christ label. In fact, Subkoff will even be
selling her denim at the Coterie trade show — an event that is
about as far as you can get from the Venice Biennale or Art Basel. Is
the designer turning a corner? We shall see.

Rosa Cha: How much creativity can you wheedle into a teeny
swimsuit, or 60 of them, for that matter? Just ask Amir Slama of Rosa
Cha, who was quick to provide the answer. In Slama’s exotic world —
complete with a pumping bossa nova soundtrack, giant crystal
chandelier and uberbronzed babes — it seemed perfectly natural that
bandeaus were trimmed with crystal bullets and crochet ruffles, while
briefs were decorated with metal fringe or origami folds. On top of that,
the designer sent out his second capsule collection for Speedo, all jazzed
up with intricate appliqués and exotic prints.

Patrik Rzepski: In a repeat of last season, Patrik Rzepski set his show in
an intimate theater, on a bare stage lit by floodlights. But this time he
added a towering ladder front and center, under which the models
walked. Thankfully, his clothes weren’t quite so risky. Inspired by
Samantha Eggar in her roles as a kidnapped British scream queen, he
turned out beautiful, loose and languid jersey tops and dresses in a black-
and-white palette. While some of his ruffled and ruched pieces were fussy,
the flat-front pants and vests and the somber, full-skirted frocks rounded out
the collection’s sophisticated ease.
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Although Esteban Cortazar’s runway
referenced white hot Miami nights,
this crinkled seersucker jacket with
silk tank and cotton skirt was a fresh,
sophisticated look.   

new
york

new
york

Pretty, Witty

Warning: While wearing Naeem Khan’s
va-va-va-voom gowns, watch out for
strong winds — one brisk gust and
those high front slits could spell trouble.
His black crewel dress, though, was
sexy, even without the show-and-tell. 

What’s the forecast for the upcoming season?
Plenty of sun-kissed pieces that look extra sweet
thanks to charming details and tailored accents.

Rachel

Comey

▼

United BambooUnited Bamboo

▼

▼
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Of the three designers that presented
at the Art for Progress group show,
Ashaka Givens showed the most
promise with her red carpet-ready
gowns. The strongest looks were in
navy blue and orange sherbet.

In her collection that she said was
inspired by ancient Egypt, Katie Zorn
showed some lightweight dresses cut
in geometric lines, like this gown with
a plunging neckline.

Nicole Romano featured a few
noteworthy dresses for spring, but
her oversized jewelry is what really
stood out.

A study in restraint, Sandoval’s
collection was full of no-frill looks,
many in soft, sandwashed silk and
Swiss cotton, such as this top
paired with cotton sateen shorts.

H Fredriksson’s Helena Fredriksson
is best known for her printed jersey
pieces, but she evolved this season
with a collection of well-draped
looks in silk, as well as some great
tapered jeans.
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“I CAN’T HEAR A WORD YOU’RE SAYING,” BARNEYS
New York’s chief executive Howard Socol shouted as the
sounds of Usher’s “Yeah!” blared through the speakers.
Indeed, it was one of those nights Friday as Tommy Hilfiger
swept into Crobar for the after party of his spring 2005
show. Paris Hilton arrived at the stroke of midnight flanked
by bodyguards who were dressed like members of the
Secret Service. Then came Jesse Metcalfe of “Desperate
Housewives,” who was wearing a Mr. T-like gold cross
around his neck and refusing to answer questions.
Finally, the Black Eyed Peas took to the stage and per-
formed a one-hour photo-op concert dressed head to
toe in Tommy Hilfiger gear. 

“I’ve been supporting these guys since before they
were big,” said Hilfiger. “And Fergie’s the next Gwen
Stefani. Mark my words. She's going to be huge.”

But while the celebrities were unavailable — Hilton
was ushered to a private VIP area, where she boogeyed
with Hilfiger — Fabian Basabe was more than happy
to answer questions. “I just got back to New York, so
I’m playing house with my wife,” explained the young
socialite, who is starring in a new reality show called “Filthy Rich:
Cattle Drive,” which he said is on E! on Sundays at 10 p.m. “It’s
amazing. The funniest thing is that all of us on the show have had
incidents and I mean, that was just the cowboy in me.”

He was referring, of course, to his drunken fight in a
Hamptons nightclub this summer, in which he hurled racial epi-
thets at a bunch of the security guards. 

Basabe also wanted people to know that he is not a complete
attention junkie. “I almost didn’t do the show,” he said. “My
agent at CAA told me not to do it, but then he repackaged the
show and made it respectable. I’ve learned a lot about the press.
I’ve been writing for Gotham Magazine.” — Jacob Bernstein
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CAMERA SHY: First on photographer’s hit list this week
— Usher. The singer snuck through the back and
scooted into his front-row seat after the Rosa Cha show
had already started  Saturday afternoon. Too late for
any shots to be taken, but just in time to see his “good
friend” Naomi Campbell strut her stuff. He was just as
quick when the show finished, heading backstage with
his bodyguard in tow. However, a few lucky shutterbugs
seated in the crowd as opposed to the pit managed to
get fleeting shots of him walking away. 

At Rosa Cha’s after party Saturday night, the gaggle
of models at the Maritime Hotel seemed almost short
next to Venus Williams, who breezed in with a small
entourage and towered over almost everyone in her
high-heeled red shoes.

Usher

scooted into

his seat after

the Rosa Cha

show had

already

begun.

Fashion Scoops
ROCKIN’ AT RADIO CITY: Because the number of attendees at
Baby Phat shows is on a perpetual rise, the show on
Saturday night was held at the mammoth Radio City Music
Hall. Stars from the hip-hop and R&B world were on hand
to support Kimora Lee Simmons, such as Reverend Run,
Brandy, Kelis, and Kimora’s husband, Russell Simmons. 

Photographers and camera crews tried the best they
could to navigate the tiny aisles between rows, but for
some, the crowd was just too much. “I’m claustrophobic
and about to pass out,” one man shouted as camera crews
raced to get a shot of Russell walking down the aisles
flanked by his own personal security. “We need to shut it
down right now!” a security guard shouted into her walkie-
talkie as she put her hand over one photographer’s camera lens.

But Brandy, who arrived about 30 minutes before the start of the show, was seated and
ready for it to begin. “Kimora is amazing and always looks amazing,” she said, adding she
was making the rounds this week with her best friend, Serena Williams. “We’re going to
Luca Luca, BCBG…a lot of them.” 

This fashion week might just be a tutorial for Brandy. She said she’s been, “thinking
about,” launching her own clothing line. 

BIG IN JAPAN: It’s time to brush up those Japanese skills,
boys. Proenza Schouler’s Lazaro Hernandez and Jack
McCollough are expected to ink a new distribution deal
with distributor Bluebell Japan this week, which will
likely catapult the label into even more stores in Japan.
The duo already has Japanese retailers clamoring for the
clothes, and the label is distributed in cities like Kyoto,
Kobe, Nagoya, Kyusyu, Kanto and Osaka. 

This isn’t an entirely new relationship. Bluebell has
been helping the label out for two seasons. As part of
the new deal, Bluebell will not just handle Proenza
Schouler’s distribution, but also its Japanese
advertising and press. The distributor is expected to
have a full sample collection and will start the selling
campaign after the Paris collections.
Bluebell is well-versed in the
Japanese market, also handling the
distribution for Narciso Rodriguez,

Rochas and Anna Molinari there.
While Bluebell handles sales for the entire Far East, Proenza

Schouler’s focus will be on Japan for the time being. “Japan is
hugely important,” Shirley Cook, the duo’s business partner, said.
“Each season it becomes more and more important….With their
experience, they can put us in the best stores we should be in
and manage the brand there.” Bluebell, she added, aims to
have the label in up to 50 stores and have two department
store corners in the next year and a half.

GOING ASTRAY?: It’s known in fashion circles that
Sofia Coppola is a Marc Jacobs girl through and
through, from starring in the designer’s campaigns to
collaborating with the designer on a collection of
Marc by Marc Jacobs handbags. But on Saturday,
she made a surprise front-row appearance at Sari
Gueron. “My friend Stacey Battat styled the show, so
I came,” she said. 

Coppola also plans to see the Marc Jacobs and
Anna Sui shows, but she will keep a low fashion week
profile otherwise. “I am in the process of editing Marie-
Antoinette, so I can’t get too distracted,” she said.

TURNING THE OTHER CHEEK?: Not all shows end in a
happy finale. Just ask Tara Subkoff, Imitation of
Christ’s designer, who followed her Scarlett Johansson
hand-holding bow and press interviews with tears and
a physical assault. After the show, which launched her
newest venture –– a denim collaboration — Subkoff
came backstage to see both the denim and the one-

of-a-kind couture pieces she showed in Paris in July,
all of which were handpainted by personal friends and
artists, being carted off by people hired by Showroom
7. Subkoff, refusing to relinquish garments bags
despite being man-handled by a man more than triple
her size, demanded the police to be called. Notably
absent: any Showroom 7 employees, including its
head, Mandie Erickson. When the police finally arrived
backstage and deemed the clothing rightfully
Subkoff's — she had intended the couture dresses to
be auctioned for Hurricane Katrina charities but
Showroom 7 wanted to sell them to a New York
department store — Erickson reappeared. Tears shed,
threats made, and deals broken, the two departed on
less than amicable terms. Next up for Subkoff? Looks
like she'll be searching for a new publicist.

Reached Sunday, Erickson said, “Yeah, we had a
fight. We’re good friends, we have been for eight
years, and we fight all the time. It was no big deal
and we talked over the phone this morning.” 

Proenza Schouler’s
Jack McCollough and
Lazaro Hernandez.

Paris Hilton at Crobar.

Radio City

Music Hall

Fallen Socialites



STEFANI’S BREAK: Just like many other designers, Gwen Stefani is
feeling the heat — and the rush — in the run-up to her runway show
this week. She managed to sneak out of fittings and run-throughs last
Saturday to show her support for Zaldy, who is also the head designer
for her L.A.M.B. collection.

“I am not ready yet, but I will be,” Stefani, who has been in New
York for two weeks working on fall 2006, vowed of her spring collection.
She also put in an appearance at Sony’s Pret A PSP that night, but
that’s it for the week. “I won’t have time for any other shows,” she said.
“I have a couple of couture pieces in my show, so I will probably be at
work sewing.”

When Zaldy took his bow, Stefani stood up to cheer and motioned
that his runway brought her to happy tears. Also cheering on Zaldy
were Melissa Auf Der Maur, for whom he creates stage outfits, and
Rufus Wainwright. “Zaldy has been one of my best friends for a long
time,” said Wainwright, who is expected to make an appearance at
Marc Jacobs tonight. The singer stars in the designer’s fall ad
campaign. “He’s a fan,” Wainwright said. “And whatever Marc wants,
Marc gets, I guess.”  

BLAST FROM THE PAST: Strenesse may get the season’s trophy for the
most unexpected front-row appearance. When three music types took
their seats in the front row, a couple of German camera crews went
into a frenzy, leaving American editors and buyers wondering just who these men were. It turns out they
were the music band A-ha, best known in this country for the Eighties hit “Take on Me.” “We were just
invited, so we decided to come,” singer Morten Harket said, adding that he wasn’t even a particular fan of
the label. “But I may become one after the show,” he quipped.

IT’S A SHOE-IN: Like most designers, Tuleh’s Bryan Bradley always had shoes made just for the runway. For
spring, though, he’s making footwear a serious proposition. Bradley partnered with shoe guru Franklin Elman,
and the duo created a collection of shoes and boots that is intended to reach select specialty stores this
spring. “It was time to do shoes,” Bradley said. “The business is growing. The market can bear it, and I am
ready to do it.” The collection, which consists of five stacked heel styles, includes sandals with mixed
patches of different skins and textured leathers, from alligator to metallic leather and stingray. The piece de
resistance is arguably a knee-high linen boot adorned with white floral leather appliqués and metallic
stingray. “It’s totally up my alley, these weird combinations like stingray, leather and plastic,” Bradley said.
“That’s how girls dress.”

BABY (RUBY) JANE: There was plenty to love at Saturday’s Project Alabama show, but a 10-year-old fiddle
prodigy named Ruby Jane Smith gave Natalie Chanin’s lovely collection some stiff, scene-stealing competition.
As the well-wishers headed backstage, most made a point to compliment and gush over the precocious
Mississippi native.

Smith, who started playing the fiddle at the age of two, was suggested to Chanin by her friend Jake
Fussell. Fussell performed skirt-swishing bluegrass during the show along with Smith and Barry Bays, under
the name Ruby Jane Smith and the Rare Jewels. “I thought, well, I’ve never been to New York City before,”
said Smith post-show of Chanin’s request. Asked what she thought of the city, she remarked, “It’s big and
it’s crowded, but it’s really fun.” Post-show, Smith planned to do some sightseeing for her three remaining
days in the Big Apple. First on her list? The Empire State Building, of course. 

NEW PROJECTS: Jay McCarrol, the victor from Bravo’s fashion reality show, “Project Runway,” was at the Gen
Art show Friday evening at the Manhattan Center seated one chair away from Sophia Bush, star of the WB
series, “One Tree Hill.”

“I rarely watch TV, but I did see the last episode of ‘Project Runway,’ and I knew you were going to win,”
the starlet was overheard gushing. “You were so fashion-forward.” Looks like McCarrol will star in another
reality show for Bravo, this one called “Project Jay.” The network will trail McCarrol as he preps for his
February runway show. “I’m kind of anti striking while the iron is hot,” he said, explaining that he wanted to
sit out this round of shows. He also said the February show won’t take place at the tents at Bryant Park, but
assured it will take place somewhere “cool and different.” 

TOP SHOP HITS STATESIDE: Carol Lim and Humberto Leon, co-owners of Opening Ceremony, a concept
boutique in New York, hosted a party at the shop on Saturday welcoming the uber-popular British clothing
brand, Top Shop, not only to their store, but to the U.S. Fashion editors, stylists and photographers tried on
Top Shop apparel and ooh’ed and aah’ed at the price tags: Nothing exceeded $200. Jane Shepherdson,
brand director for Top Shop, which is best known for creating inexpensive and highly coveted fashion and
accessories, said Opening Ceremony was a perfect fit for the brand, which operates more than 300 shops in
England. “We’ve never done wholesale before, but we try to do unexpected things and Carol and Humberto
have the same philosophy.”

Lim and Leon rotate designers into their boutique based on their country of origin. Now they’re focusing
on designers from across the pond mixed in with American designers. This period is appropriately dubbed,
“U.S. versus U.K.”

MANNERS MAKETH THE MAN: No, it wasn’t an invasion of bankers from the City of London seen around
town Friday, including at the tents at Bryant Park. Instead, J.C. Penney outfitted the corps of 30 bowler-
hatted men to launch Nick Graham’s new men’s wear line, nick(it), for the retailer. The Random Acts of
Politeness campaign was overseen by Peter Post, director of the Emily Post Institute. And for those who
think rudeness is gaining ground, Post demurs. He said the institute now gets about 1,500 letters a month

asking for advice on manners and etiquette, triple the number of a
few years ago. “Etiquette is on the upswing in this country and
people really want to know how to behave in the proper way,” he
said confidently. Tell that to the person shoving you from behind at
the next show.

ALLIGATOR SHUFFLE: Andy Roddick may have lost his mojo with his
early exit at the U.S. Open, but the tennis star was full of energy
Saturday night at the Lacoste show as he chatted with reporters and
posed for the paparazzi.

“This is my first fashion show,” said Roddick, who admitted he
is not much of a fashionista. “I usually prefer to watch football than
go shopping.” Roddick, who became a Lacoste-sponsored athlete
earlier this year, was clad in ripped jeans, a blue Lacoste polo and
white Lacoste sneakers.

Paris Hilton was said to be coming to the Lacoste show, so the
company sent her loads of product, according to a source, all to have
the heiress-cum-fashion week poster girl turn out to be a no show.

Later that evening, at the company’s fete at Bowlmor Lanes on
University Place, designer Jeremy Scott waited approximately 30
minutes to get into the party, which was at full capacity at 11 p.m.
Scott finally left, perfectly disgruntled. 
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NAOMI TREAT: Those who made their
way downtown for the Imitation of
Christ show on Friday got a treat of
the supermodel kind. Just a few
blocks from IOC’s show at
Surrogate’s Court, Naomi Campbell
was posing and pouting on the
steps of another courthouse for a
Complex magazine story.
Campbell, in a bikini, white coat
and high heels, made quite a
few fashionista heads turn, but
the pro did not seem to mind
the attention.

HILFIGER REUNION: It was like
old home week at Tommy
Hilfiger’s show. Coach
president and executive
creative director Reed
Krakoff, previously senior
vice president of
marketing, design and
communications at
Hilfiger, was in the
audience, as was Mojan
Murjani, who gave Hilfiger
his start, and Mike Toth,
who previously did

Hilfiger’s ad campaigns
and has returned to the fold. Ginny Hilfiger,

former H Hilfiger designer, who left her brother’s firm last December,
said she just launched a luxury sportswear brand called Ginny H. Asked if the off-white
jacket she was wearing was one of her designs, Ginny blushed, “No, this is Louis
Vuitton.” She said her husband told her she should have worn one of her designs to
Tommy’s show because she’d see so many fashion people, but everything’s been
shipped to stores.

As for the newest ex-Hilfiger employee, Peter Connolly, president of the company’s
global marketing and communications, he was taking his final stroll around the
runways. Connolly, whose last day was Friday, was leaving with his wife Saturday to
travel around Europe via mopeds.

MOVIE ANYONE?: Well, you really have no choice. In a tactic of guerrilla marketing, Kate
Spade LLC will project a film based on its new advertising campaign on walls and
buildings around the tents and other fashion show venues this week. Starting tonight, a
van will drive around, airing the film titled “Blondie,” a somewhat vague, Hitchcock-
inspired story about a girl named Simone who escapes to Mexico City after being
wronged by her boyfriend, who is then followed by him. The short film, styled by Lori
Goldstein and chock full of Kate Spade accessories, will also be aired on Plum TV, a
cable channel. The film coincides with Spade’s print advertising campaign, which
debuted late last month.

SHORT ORDER: Lindsay Lohan showed up
at the Pret A PSP event on Saturday
night at Skylight Studios, where more
than a few big time models — including
Naomi Campbell, Helena Christensen,
Alek Wek, Theodora and Alexandra
Richards and Kirsty Hume — and one
woman wonder, Paris Hilton sashayed
down the runway wearing designers’

takes on accessories to house the
portable Sony video game. 

“It’s Gucci, but I’m
worried it’s a bit short,”

said Lohan of her printed
silk and lace short-
sleeved number from the
company’s resort

collection. “Do you know
Megan at Gucci?,” she continued,
referring to the Gucci publicist.
“Well, I went to her and
everything I picked out, someone
had already worn.…My friends
were like ‘you have a hundred
dresses’, but I wanted something
new.” Lohan sat ever so
strategically in the front row
beside Gwen Stefani watching the
lively show, where audience
members cheered, models
gawked at themselves on the
screens set up beside and above

the runway and one male model
dropped some crudités out of his

PSP case and onto the runway on his
jaunt out. No word on whether Hilton and
DJ AM, fiancé of Hilton’s former best
friend Nicole Richie, who was also sitting
in the front row, caught up on old times.
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ALEXIS BRYAN, JEWELRY AND ACCESSORIES EDITOR, VANITY FAIR
Beauty regimen: “Drink lots of water and eat lots of fruit and
vegetables, if possible. I think that has a big impact on my skin.”
What she’ll wear: “Outfits that will work for both day and night so I
don’t have to make a stop to change before parties.”
Accessories of choice: “This year it will be dressy flats.” 
Snacks on hand: Dark chocolate. 
Mode of transportation: “Whatever gets me there on time.” 
Notebook: “A journal my mother gave me for my birthday
intended for this purpose. I’ve been waiting all year to use it.”
Late-night fix: “Something to help me wind down, like
herbal tea.” 
Shows she’ll attend: “As many as I can fit into my schedule.”

DAWN BROWN, VICE PRESIDENT OF 
PUBLICITY, BARNEYS NEW YORK
Beauty regimen: “Whatever miracle cure I’m into that day.”
What she’ll wear: “It hasn’t changed in years — sleeveless dresses from BNY,
Prada and Narciso Rodriguez, topped off with a cashmere cardigan [BNY] and a
Manolo, always.” 
Accessories of choice: Hermès Kelly watch, Munnu ring and diamond studs.
Snacks on hand: Nature Valley’s granola bar in Oats’N Honey and Snapple
Lemon Iced Tea.
Mode of transportation: “Always make sure that your schedule works with the
ceo so you’re never stranded in 3-inch heels.”
Notebook: None.
Late-night fix: “A handful of slivered almonds, a glass of wine and a cig (sorry, Mom).”
Party of the week: “A book signing for André Leon Talley at our store, of course.”

LINDA WELLS, EDITOR IN CHIEF, ALLURE
What she’ll wear: A Prada velvet pleated skirt; an
Yves Saint Laurent skirt, wide belt, ruffled top and
velvet criss-crossed platform sandals; a black
Calvin Klein suit, and a Prada black silk coat with

crochet trim.
Mode of transportation: “Feet [see YSL velvet
sandals, above], unless it’s farther than Bryant
Park, in which case I’ll take a car.”
How she winds down: “Just a few pages of a
good book can keep me sane. I have two lined
up for the shows: ‘The Tender Bar’ and ‘The
Samurai’s Garden.’ ”
Accessories of choice: “Pellini necklaces
from Milan, the charm bracelet my husband
gave me, a black leather Lanvin bag with a
silver chain and clasp and Narciso
Rodriguez ankle boots.’’
Notebook: Hermès blue leather with light
blue lining.
Late-night fix: Ambien.

ZANI GUGELMANN,
JEWELRY DESIGNER
Beauty regimen: “Sleep, sleep
and more sleep.” 
Shows she’ll attend: Oscar de la
Renta, Bill Blass, Michael Kors,
Luca Luca, Calvin Klein, Peter
Som, Alvin Valley, Katie Zorn.
Parties she’ll attend: “I'm start-
ing with Fashion Rocks and end-
ing with Calvin Klein. Anything in
between is a toss-up.” 
Mode of transportation: Yellow cab.
Snacks: “When it comes to snacks it’s all
about the liquid diet: COFFEE.”
On her feet: “I'm a fashion victim when it
comes to shoes. A little pain never hurts.”
Late-night fix: “Where else but Bungalow
8, but that is only if I’m still standing.”

DOO-RI CHUNG, DESIGNER
Beauty regimen: Shiseido. 

What she’ll wear: Doo.Ri. 
Accessories of choice: Anything
Dean Harris.
Snacks on hand: Clif Bars. 
Mode of transportation: Walking. 

Late-night fix: White Castle.

JACQUETTA WHEELER, MODEL
Beauty regimen: Lancôme makeup
remover, Bliss face wash, Fresh
sugar scrub, Elemis moisturizers.
Shows attending/working: “I
haven’t confirmed everything yet,
but so far, Narciso, Oscar, Alice
Temperley, Michael Kors, Rag and

Bone, Proenza Schouler, Ralph
Lauren.”
Snacks in her bag: Dried fruits
and nuts.
What she’ll wear: “Summer
dresses… easy to slip on and off
for shows.”
What’s in her bag: Smythson
diary, BlackBerry, eight-hour
cream, MJ sunglasses, Cath
Kidston wallet, iPod, the book
“Perfume.”
Late-night fix: Cup of tea.
Backstage entertainment: “An
iPod, a digital camera so I can
look at photos from my holiday
and a book.”
Philanthropic work: “Every
spare minute I have this week
will be taken up working on
my fund-raising event for my
charity in Morocco, Darna.
It’s an organization that

shelters homeless children
living in the streets of Tangier.
My committee is concentrating
on finding sponsors for the
event, a glamourous and fun
Quiz Night that will happen in
December in New York.”

Shows, previews, parties, fittings and more. These chic and savvy ladies
share their survival secrets for sauntering through fashion week with élan
from the Tents to Milk Studios to Bungalow 8. — Anamaria Wilson
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There are certain people who might someday come to feel guilty about
having spent a lifetime hounding celebrities for their pictures. Ron
Galella is not one of them. “I’m trying to think of someone I’d like to
apologize to, but I really can’t think of a particular incident,” the
veteran paparazzo said recently. “I usually waited for people to
swallow their food. Most of the time I’m a gentleman. Now my work is

hanging in galleries and museums.” 
Indeed, it is. After 40 years of being sued by Jackie O, getting beaten up by

Marlon Brando and having a trash can thrown at him by Elaine Kaufman outside
her famous Upper East Side celebrity hangout, the photographer, now 74, is having
a resurgence. Starting tonight, an exhibition of his work will be on display at the
Ferragamo store on Fifth Avenue. Later this month, he’s releasing “Ron Galella’s
Exclusive Diary” (Photology), a second collection of his photography and notes that
follows the successful 2001 coffee-table book “The Photographs of Ron Galella,”
which was published by Lisa Eisner’s Greybull Press.

WWD sat down with him at his suburban New Jersey home to talk about Jackie,
the state of the paparazzi today, and why he’s no longer really shooting.

WWD: Has the growth of the paparazzi impacted the quality of the photography?
Ron Galella: When I started out in the mid-Sixties, there was just The National
Enquirer and the fan magazines. Then in 1975, People and the Star came out and
public interest was tremendous. Now it’s really crazy. It’s overboard. There are too
many photographers, there’s too many p.r. people trying to control the press and
there are too many security trying to control the press. In doing so, they did great
harm to my great freedom that I’d had in the past, where I could get great pictures.
In photojournalism, you have to move to get the right composition, the right angle
and the light, etc. My whole thing is off guard, spontaneous, unrehearsed.
Nowadays, if you cover a premiere, you’re lucky just to get in the front row. The
conditions are much more difficult and the likelihood is that everyone gets the same
picture with the celebrity smiling perfectly into the camera. A lot of the celebrity
photographers who get inside of the events, Patrick McMullan, Ocean Drive, all
those magazines, they get inside and what do they do? They shoot the stars like
‘look at me’ and you see the faces straight on.

To me, that’s not good photography. That’s not photojournalism.
I hardly even call after a celebrity unless they’re walking away.
And I like photographs in which celebrities do things, just
like Dustin Hoffman feeding the dogs. I followed him
from the Plaza Hotel into Central Park. I didn’t ask him
to do that. He just did it. 

WWD: What won’t you shoot? How far is too far?
R.G.: I don’t like to shoot funerals, like when Phil
Ramey shot the body bag of Rock Hudson. For me,
that’s going too far. And when a celebrity doesn’t
want any more pictures, I leave. Usually. The game
is to get them before they say that so you can do it.

WWD: That’s a bit of a cop-out, don’t you think? 
R.G.: Well, that’s what you want. The surprise
picture. But I’ll leave. With Brando, he got me off
guard. He didn’t say, ‘Get lost.’ He didn’t say one thing
except: ‘What else do you want that you don’t already
have?’ because I took 10 shots of him walking in
Chinatown. So I looked at Dick Cavett [whom Brando was
with] and told him what I wanted. I was thinking he would
tell Brando, ‘Do it. It’ll get get rid of this guy.’ Instead Brando
said, ‘No,’ and knocked my teeth out.

WWD: What else besides dead people won’t you photograph?
R.G.: There are ethical rules. You have to respect the celebrity’s wishes,
more or less. I will not go on their property or into their house. But I will knock on
their door. I knocked on the door of Doris Day in Beverly Hills and she answered
and said, ‘Are you a professional?’ I said, ‘Yes,’ and she slammed the door in my
face. But I did get a couple shots of her in the back of her house swimming in the
pool with her dog. I went next door to the neighbor’s property and the gardener
gave me permission to shoot from there. 

WWD: Do you think the paparazzi today have ethical rules?
R.G.: No. They’re unethical nowadays. They go too far, especially the photographers
in Los Angeles with X17, Splash and a couple of the other agencies. They gang-bang
the celebrities and use aggressive techniques. They pursue the star in high-speed
chases and they surround the stars and provoke them to get in an incident because
that will sell the pictures. To me, provoking celebrities is unethical. It’s wrong.

WWD: Do you feel at all responsible for the environment of this since you are sort of
the godfather of the paparazzi?
R.G.: No, I don’t. I feel that it’s the magazines who pay high amounts of money for an
exclusive take of the celebrities that are hot nowadays. It’s the money motivating the
paparazzi. I was never a money-motivated photographer. I loved photography and I
loved photographing the world of celebrities. The most I ever got was $5,000 and it
was a split between the Star and Newsweek in 1980 for a shot of Ted Kennedy when
he was running for president.

WWD: Do you still buy the tabloids and look at the photographs? What do you think
of the Star and Us Weekly?
R.G.: We subscribe to them. I don’t even look at them. They’re interchangeable, all
of these magazines. The fashion particularly. It’s all the same full-length shots. My
wife [who runs Galella’s business] goes through for credits and billing. Once in a
while, she’ll show me something like Katie Holmes with all of the pimples.

WWD: What do you think when they go out of their way to show the most
unflattering aspect of a person? When they do a blowup of her lips and it looks like
she might have herpes?
R.G.: It’s not something I’d do. I’m a positive person. I look for beauty in life.
There’s a famous photograph of Liz Taylor coming out of the hospital in what looked
like a casket, but I didn’t take it. I’d rather have a photograph of someone coming
out of the hospital cured. 

WWD: How much do you shoot today?
R.G.: I only shoot big events, like big premieres and the Tony Awards. I did the
premiere of ‘War of the Worlds.’ But I don’t go out like I used to.  

WWD: Why not?
R.G.: For me, it’s a matter of convenience. My time is too valuable.

I’m scanning thousands of images to my agency, WireImage. I
have two books I’m working on and exhibitions coming up. 

WWD: Does your arthritis contribute to you not going
out as much?
R.G.: A little bit. I can’t run. My knees hurt.

WWD: Do you miss it?
R.G.: No, I don’t. I feel that I got the best of
subjects: Liz Taylor, Jackie O and Princess Diana.
To me, the celebrities of today are like live
mannequins. Britney Spears, the Hilton girls, you
name them. They get attention by wearing sexy
clothes or no clothes at all. They’re publicity
hounds. For the most part, they love the paparazzi
going after them. 

WWD: Did you chase Jackie because she ran away
from you?

R.G.: I don’t think she ran, necessarily, although that
one time in the park she did. But that was because she

wanted to get me away from Caroline and she wanted to
show that I was harassing her because that’s what she was

trying to prove in court. The pictures helped her case.

WWD: I was speaking metaphorically, but weren’t you harassing her a little?
R.G.: Well, yes and no. Jackie was an actress. She would whisper. It was very clever.
It was about not being obvious. She understood that this created mystery and this is
what kept me pursuing her. She was the ideal subject because she didn’t stop and
pose and make it easy.  

WWD: So you loved her because she wouldn’t stop for you?
R.G.: That’s right. That’s ideal. I do not want them to stop and pose. That picture is
the same as yesterday’s and usually it’s not a genuine smile. It’s a phony smile they
give you to get rid of you.

WWD: Do you think your other subjects liked you? Would any of them call you a friend?
R.G.: Oh, yes. Lauren Hutton was number one. She even said she liked me more
than Dick Avedon. Andy Warhol called me his favorite photographer. In fact, I think
Jackie loved it. For instance, after she came out of the 21 club one night, she grabs
me by the wrist — this was the only time she touched me — and then pushed me
against the limousine and she said, ‘You’ve been hunting me for three months now.’
Not mad at all. She was whispering. I was surprised that she even talked to me. So
she loved being pursued.

WWD: Looking back at the Kennedy era, do you find them at all disappointing?
R.G.: Yes, I believe they are spoiled. It goes with the territory. The rich and famous have
it easy. Easy money, no motivation. I’m from an Italian-American family with five
children. I had to yell to be heard. I never saw a dentist until I was 14. I earned my own
money delivering groceries for $8 a week and I gave that money to my mother and kept
the tips and saved enough money to go see a dentist. This makes a person motivated and
appreciate work. And not just as a photographer. I built that garden out there. I do
masonry work and I’m better than the professionals. A brick cracks, it needs mortar, but
I don’t use that. I use poxy. It’s plastic. It’s stronger. It doesn’t crack. I do things better.  

— Jacob Bernstein
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Continued from page one
be ever more important. The new owners are expected
to drive hard the assets of NMG to justify its price tag
while further expanding the company in a world of lux-
ury retailing that it already dominates.

“They’re 100 percent behind the remodeling,” said
Jim Gold, president and chief executive officer of
Bergdorf Goodman. “We are confident that our renova-
tion will allow us to build on our current success and fur-
ther solidify our position as the ultimate luxury store.”

Gold declined to confirm any figures for this story.
Since 2000, the main floor and the beauty floor

below, as well as the second, fourth and most of the fifth
floors, were remodeled, and some back offices were
moved off-site to add selling space. But there are plenty
more construction projects in the works, among them:

● A new loft-like third floor for designer sportswear
collections, including Derek Lam, Vera Wang, Zac
Posen, Marc Jacobs, Marni, Chloé and Comme des
Garçons. Construction starts in October and goes in
phases, a quarter of the space at a time. 

● New beauty level shops, including Wolford at the
end of September; a larger Jo Malone space at the end
of October, and Guerlain’s debut in January. 

● The BG restaurant/bar on seven, seen opening in
mid-November, seating about 100 in a 2,000-square-foot
area and serving classic American cuisine for lunch and
cocktails. It will be a stage for wine tastings, visiting
chef demonstrations, caviar tastings and book signings.

● A redesigned personal shopping complex on four,
for March. 

In addition, a new sixth floor, for modern sportswear
collections such as Cuccinelli, Akris Punto, Piazza
Sempione and Etro, is on the drawing boards. It’s the
last full-floor renovation, with a construction schedule
to be determined.

Meanwhile, the fifth floor, called 5F and showcasing
contemporary sportswear, shoes, accessories and
denim, is 75 percent complete and should be done by
December. Key labels are Catherine Malandrino, Tracy
Reese and Tory Burch. A Jar fragrance boutique on the
beauty floor opened last month, retailing from $300 to

$700 a bottle, and in the men’s store, a Zegna boutique
opened in August and further renovations are planned.  

Bergdorf’s mission has been to bring individuality and
greater merchandising control to the floors, which average
25,000 square feet each, and emphasize categories hereto-
fore underplayed, such as contemporary sportswear. 

It’s also about elevating already high productivity, at-

tracting new customers without alienating the regulars
and improving a tricky layout. Bergdorf ’s has long been
difficult to navigate with its series of rooms, chambers
and bends that often concealed what’s just ahead. 

The 150,000-square-foot women’s store, along with
the 45,000-square-foot men’s store on the opposite side
of Fifth Avenue and the direct businesses, generated a
combined sales volume that sources estimated at $400
million for the firm’s fiscal year ended July 30. The
company does not disclose volume, but did say
Bergdorf ’s posted a 14.5 percent sales gain for the year.

While spreading its reach by emphasizing a wider
range of categories, Bergdorf ’s women’s store remains
well within its comfort zone, maintaining a level of luxu-
ry that’s unmatched by any big store in the city. Along
with the updating, classic elements, Art Deco references
and residential touches are retained in many sections.
While the remodeled Bergdorf ’s still showcases estab-
lished designers such as Oscar de la Renta, Valentino,
Chanel and J.Mendel — the store’s meat and potatoes for
decades — it puts a greater emphasis on newer and
avant garde creators such as Vera Wang and Yohji
Yamamoto, which the store hasn’t historically embraced. 

A year ago, Bergdorf ’s brought in Gold, a former
Neiman Marcus senior vice president and general mer-
chandise manager, to head up the store, representing
for him a career leap. These latest renovations are his
first major impressions on the store, and he’s had to
sign off on certain aspects, including the third floor,
which will be radically altered. 

Others joining the team earlier this year were Ed
Burstell, former general manager of Henri Bendel, who
became senior vice president and gmm for footwear,
cosmetics, fine and fashion jewelry, handbags and soft
accessories, and former Neiman’s executive Ginny
Hershey, who serves as Bergdorf ’s senior vice president
for women’s.

With new management ensconced, decisions on the
store’s rebuilding moved forward, though the company
actually decided back in 1997 to remodel the entire store
and update its turn-of-the-century town house character.
While there have been several management changes
since then, and different visions and decisions on how to
rebuild, the current team said the protracted nature of
the project is more a factor of its scope and magnitude
and the complicated character of retail restorations. 
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Jim Gold on Bergdorf’s new fifth floor

Renderings of the third floor (top) and the BG restaurant/bar.



“Renovations in a retail environment like this take
so long. Each floor has to be done in phases, and takes
16 months to complete,” said Gold. 

The objectives are multifold, Gold stressed: “To make
a different aesthetic impression, change the adjacencies,
resize businesses and rethink the layout to ultimately
make the floors more productive. It’s a very expensive
endeavor, but we are getting a return on our investment.
We can keep the business going without missing a beat.
We have not had decreases on any of the floors.  

“From a design standpoint, we want to be very true to
the classic heritage of the store, but infuse modern de-
sign throughout the building.”

Further complicating the project are the various con-
stituencies involved. “It’s like riding shotgun with a cat-
tle prod,” said Stephen Joseph, Bergdorf ’s vice presi-
dent of store design and planning and construction, who
must marry the interests of fashion designers, mer-
chants, architects, design consultants and financial and
operations executives. “Everybody wants some-
thing,” he said. “It’s like putting together the
pieces of a puzzle, to make it all happen.
Ultimately, the total vision is achieved.”

As far as how much impact fashion designers
have in creating their shops, “the rules change de-
pending on the floor,” Joseph said. On the second
level, for example, the designer signature is very
evident. On one, five and eventually three, it’s
more about Bergdorf ’s asserting its personality.

Bergdorf ’s, on Fifth Avenue between 57th and
58th Streets, was originally a mansion built in
1928 and intended to be rented out as seven dif-
ferent shops in the event the economy tanked.
Bergdorf ’s moved into one of the spaces and ex-
panded into the others over the years. Its men’s
business moved to a separate site on the oppo-
site side of Fifth Avenue in 1990, opening the way
for an expanded women’s business.

The store can no longer be expanded, making
renovations all the more critical as a primary ve-
hicle for increasing sales. Along the renovation
route, Bergdorf ’s violated some rules. First, in
2000, a beauty floor was created in the lower level,
breaking a longstanding retail tradition of housing
cosmetics and fragrances on the main level. 

Second, vendor shops were removed from the
main floor to bring in a wider array of artisan
vendors, fine jewelry and accessories, and proj-
ect a greater Bergdorf ’s personality. Though many new
vendors have been brought in, such as Verdura and
Chrome Hearts, such brands as Hermès and Cartier re-
main on one, but without shop environments.

On the second floor, shops for important multicatego-
ry designer brands were created, designated internally
as “world of” concept shops featuring accessories and
ready-to-wear together. There are “world of ” Chanel,
Giorgio Armani, Yves Saint Laurent, Gucci, Dolce &
Gabbana and Christian Dior, each bearing the signature
designer decor, yet they all have black lacquer enframe-
ments bringing a sense of continuity to the floor, and
again, to cast a Bergdorf ’s personality.

“We are holding true to our plan,” Gold said. “On the
main floor, we do not allow vendor designer boutiques.”

In addition, a new shoe salon on two was created,
which Gold called “the heart and soul of the store,” with
a price point that can go well above the $550 to $600

Minolo Blahnik’s that fly out of the store. “On any given
day, even when the rest of the store may be quiet, the
shoe salon is buzzing,” Gold said.

The fourth floor for luxury collections, including cou-
ture and evening, was next. It’s the homiest of the floors,
with vintage and contemporary furniture and extensive
use of shiny, sleek mannequins, inset custom-made carpets
and artwork, including a reclining nude mural obtained in
a Paris flea market, Clingancourt, and a 10-piece photo
mural by Christopher Beene commissioned by the store. 

“Each of the floors has a different stylistic point of
view and different color palette and different material
palette, but one of the things that unifies the store, with
the exception of the contemporary floor, is that we try to
always reference things that are historical,” observed
Linda Fargo, vice president of visual merchandising.

“We are a little bit focused on the Thirties and Forties,”
she said, with Deco references, residential elements,
parchments, Macasa woods and artwork. “Nowadays, mod-

ern still means clean white boxes with slick materials.
That’s not the kind of modern we want to be about.”

Fargo, who is designing the third floor, said it will be
unlike any other in the store, and hinted that it will be a
little less serious in tone. “We want to make it feel almost
like a loft, with a [slight] Japanese aesthetic. The whole
outer perimeter will be vendor shops in the language of
the vendor, some designed by them,” Fargo said. 

Interior walls will be leveled, and shops will be sepa-
rated by transparent curtains, or scrims in ivory bouclé
yarn that’s nubby and textural. A wood floor will run
throughout and [will be] finished in a “symphony of
whites  and textures,” Fargo said. “Everything will be
very pale. What will really stand out will be the mer-
chandise. This sounds simple, but it’s still with luxury
materials, without the classic marble.

“I foresee these floor designs really holding up for at
least 10 to 12 years,” Fargo added. “It used to be pretty

much seven years or so. Often, it depends on the validity
or appropriateness of the design.”

She described the pace of Bergdorf ’s renovations as
“a pretty consistent clip since we started in 1998,” while
acknowledging “a lot of starts and stops with the first
floor.” That’s the “entry point” which makes the most im-
pression on the customer, with its Beaux Art chandeliers,
custom banquettes and Swiss chalet-like parquet floor,
and the one the store had been most sensitive about. 

The fifth floor is Bergdorf ’s most conceptual. “This is
a very fashion-forward floor, so the designers will be
ever-changing. Therefore, the concept had to be very
open and flexible,” explained Michael Gabellini, archi-
tect of the floor and principal of Gabellini Associates.

He called it “a counterpoint to other floors, without
the shop-in-shop format.” It conveys “an open market-
place with a beehive of activity” not too unlike where
you might buy produce, he said. “Metaphorically, you
can equate fashion as fresh fruit, so you are always de-

livering fresh fruit during the season.”
Considering the rapid turnover of the merchan-

dise, Gabellini injected a degree of design flexibility,
so, for example, there are sliding wall panels in 5-foot
modules, that change the amount of daylight and
views from the store. The shoe department on the
floor was conceived of as an “open courtyard to invite
mingling,” not unlike a hotel lobby, with the collec-
tions around the perimeter, Gabellini said. The floor
also will host special events, such as trunk shows.

The most compelling component, enhancing the
fifth floor’s atmosphere, is the unusual undulating
ceiling, with special floating curved cast plaster ceil-
ing panels, simulating a sunscreen or a courtyard’s
brise soleils. There’s a sensation of a floor drenched
in natural lighting and a ceiling open to the sky. 

Emanating from the floor out to the street is a
ribbon of lavender light from a computerized
lighting system. Gabellini called this a “signing
device that connects the store with the outside
and creates a sense of intrigue.”

There’s also some mystery about Bergdorf ’s
upcoming restaurant, BG, and whether it will be
the hot spot that Fred’s, the restaurant in Barneys
New York, has become. Bergdorf ’s officials don’t
see the restaurant as a profit center, but Gold did
say it’s expected to make money. 

“For BG, I envisioned a setting that epitomizes
grace and style, yet feels so fresh and welcoming that

one would want to dine or meet for a drink there — several
times a week,” said Kelly Wearstler, the interior designer
for the restaurant. The restaurant, she said, will be parch-
ment-colored and have faux-bois-finished paneling, plank
hardwood floors with a foxtail stain, scenic wallpaper with
a vintage feel, eight different types of dining chairs and cus-
tom-designed chargers based on the store logo. 

“The inspiration and vehicle for realizing that vision was
already in the space’s DNA, so to speak,” she said. “The
Vanderbilt mansion’s residential heritage and frontage on
the park called to mind drawing rooms or salons where
friends and family might gather, and inspired the restau-
rant’s polished domestic feel. And, of course, Bergdorf ’s
legacy as a showplace for timeless fashion influenced my
approach to the overall design and its finer details. 

“In the same way that all of the designers within the
store tell a complete Bergdorf ’s story, I hope that all of
the restaurant’s motifs and details tell the BG story.”
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A modern, luxurious mood on

the renovated fourth floor.

BG’s interior designers. 



LYON, France — Luxury lingerie, with an accent on
femininity and glamour, headlined the action at Lyon
Mode City, the intimate apparel trade show that ended
its three-day run here Sept. 5.

Floral and botanical designs, gossamer fabrics and
vintage-inspired trimmings, such as frayed Calais lace,
were among the hot commodities and suggested im-
proved buyer confidence in upscale items.

Traffic was down 2 percent compared with last year,
or 19,373 visitors versus 19,778. But big leaps in buyer
attendance from Brazil, Russia and Canada added an
interesting dynamic for business. There was also talk of
export opportunities now that the dollar has stabilized
against the euro, and about China’s potential as a con-
sumer market and its manufacturing capabilities.

American retail attendance was up 12.2 percent to 486
visitors, including buyers from Banana Republic, Gap,
Neiman Marcus, Nordstrom, Target and Victoria’s Secret.

“Considering the dull European market, we’re very
content with the results,” said Anne-Manuelle Herbert,
international director for Eurovet, organizer of the fair.

Buyers said they were placing orders cautiously, but
with less sticker shock.

“It’s been quite a tough year for lingerie, while
swimwear has been surprisingly buoyant,” said
Charlotte Greenhalgh, Harvey Nichols’ intimate appar-
el buyer, who said she is emphasizing luxury lingerie
rather than contemporary brands.

“There’s very much a trend for womanly looks over
girly looks, [just as] in ready-to-wear,” said Greenhalgh,
who lauded Nina Ricci’s gossamer pastel creations and
Rosanna Ansaloni’s tulle and lace lingerie sets.

“Though padded bras remain our bestseller, we have
a lot of demand for elegant underwire bras, in sheer fab-
ric…or lace,” she added. “Bustiers, too, will always sell.”

While buyers were loath to discuss budgets, ex-
hibitors cited little price resistance.

“Since the dollar’s gotten stronger, buyers are no
longer so resistant to our prices,” said Oriel Sola, exec-
utive manager of upscale Spanish brand Andres Sarda,
referring to the dollar’s exchange rate to the euro.

Guia La Bruna, the designer of her namesake
Italian label, also cited increased sales at the show
compared with previous seasons, and buyers more pre-
pared to make deals on the spot. She also lauded the
presence of buyers from new markets such as Canada.

“The euro-dollar exchange is always a concern and
we’re still very conscious of price inflation, but it’s now
a choice of whether the quality of the product is high
enough,” said Mary Crug, divisional merchandise man-
ager for Neiman Marcus.

Crug hailed color and novelty in prints, such as mul-
tipattern designs, as highlights of the spring-summer
collections. She also pointed to the blurring of inner-
wear and rtw as a main trend, particularly camisoles.

“The new style, in a longer length, is particularly
strong,” said Crug.

On the hunt for novelty, Janice Lawson, buyer for
Canadian chain Holt Renfrew, bemoaned the lack of
vendors with merchandise that compliments rtw
trends. Lawson ordered U.S. brand Skin’s organic cot-
ton sleepwear, which wholesales from $20 for a cotton
camisole to $300 for a hand-knitted polyamide robe.

She also bought jewel-toned camisoles, priced at
60 euros, or $75 at current exchange, wholesale, from
Lebanese label LaLa Rose, and luxury lingerie
pieces from Italian brand Rosanna Ansaloni.

“Canadians don’t like lingerie to be too overtly
sexual,” she said. “Understatedly sexy brands such as
Eres do really well in our store.”

Galeries Lafayette buyer Caroline Fournier en-
joyed the more feminine, “bucolic” designs, such as
the floral nightgowns from Princess Tam Tam.

A lineup of speakers on the potential of China, par-
ticularly Shanghai, as a consumer market drew big
crowds. It was to promote Eurovet’s inaugural lingerie
show in Shanghai set for Oct. 26-28, with companies
such as Wacoal America, Carrefour, Triumph and
Morgan signed up, according to Herbert.

Studio 183, the design studio for Chinese manufac-
turer Ace Style Intimate Apparel Inc., was at Lyon to
promote Chinese production.

“These are the guys who produce intimate apparel
for biggies such as Gap and Calvin Klein,” said Jos
Berry, a trend speaker from Concepts Paris.

However, business was slow for Chinese ex-
hibitors, since styles were largely out of sync with
current European trends.

“China’s forte lies in manufacturing, but Chinese
brands still have to catch up with getting the style and
trend right,” said Andrew Sia, president of Ace Style.

Jon Penrice, president of marketing for Invista
Inc., said, “The best advice I could give any manufac-
turer today would be to engage in the Chinese mar-
ket. [The Chinese] are looking for top-end product
and Europe is importing the bottom end from China.” 

Meanwhile, Olivier Noyon, chief executive of lace
giant Noyon, said he sees more potential in India.

“I think India is more ready to embrace fashion
and has a huge wealth of unmined inspiration to give
back,” he said.

— Katya Foreman

Innerwear Report 
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Upscale Mood at Mode City

IN THE FABRICS HALL, INNOVATION WAS KEY FOR
Hyosung Corp.

Showcasing three new developments from its Creora
brand, the spandex giant’s stand attracted interest from major
innerwear players. Creora’s new alkali-resistant spandex was
among the top draws. Dubbed H100X, the fabric is easy to
mold after the burnout process.

“Most spandex crisps up following aggressive alkali treat-
ment on burnout fabrics, which means applying fabrics, such as
velvet, to a bra mold becomes tricky,” said Ria Stern, global
brand director for Creora brand and North American marketing
director for Hyosung. “Because H100X keeps its elasticity, it can
be applied to bra and panty sets or sleepwear. Buyers were real-

ly excited about it in terms of holiday wear possibilities, as it
also adds a third dimension similar to the effect of embroidery.”

A new, lighter range of the fabric is in the works, Stern said.
Also on show: Creora H350, a lightweight, heat-resistant

spandex developed to withstand the high-temperature dying
processes, and Creora C400, a steam-settable spandex for the
manufacturing of socks and seamless lingerie.

“Typically seamless fabrics have a kind of shrunk look to them
after being steam-set, which can be confusing for customers
when it comes to choosing sizes,” said European marketing and
brand director Stephanie Ledru. “This spandex is low-heat set-
table, so it retains a flat appearance, hangs better and retains its
whiteness — three very important factors for lingerie.”

Hyosung Stretches Creora With Three New Products■ Extreme lightness, 
simplicity and luxury.

■ Mixed prints, such as paisleys  
mixed with flowers or contrast-   
ing animal prints.

■ Florals in large and bold motifs  
or delicate Liberty prints.

■ Tops in lightweight cotton 
knits and silks.

■ Pinks and corals.
■ Geometric lace designs.
■ Vintage trimmings, such as 

hooks and handmade buttons.

KEY TRENDS AT LYON MODE CITY INCLUDED:

Clockwise from top left: Cami

and shorts by Chantal Thomass;

Sonia Rykiel’s floral slip, and

Skin’s organic cottons.

IT’S HARD TO WOW A FASHION CROWD, BUT INVISTA INC.’S SHOWCASING OF ITS new
Xtra Life Lycra fabric, in tandem with the the 60th anniversary of the bikini, was no itsy-
bitsy event. Whisked by motorboat to a lakeside beach, guests were greeted by didgeridoo (a
large bamboo or wooden trumpet) tooters, followed by cocktails and dinner, before being
treated to a festive parade of nine bikini styles by designers such as Agua de Coco, Andres
Sarda, Olga Cantelli for La Perla and Vannina Vesperini.

“A bikini whose fit lasts is what every manufacturer strives to achieve,” said Jon Penrice,
who said the designs were one-off wonders to promote the bottom-hugging fabric.

Invista is on the hunt for designers to create promotions in the swimwear retail sector.
Penrice also spoke of Invista’s foray into sensory science, where perfumed capsules from its
new Sensations range can be microscopically encapsulated into garments.

“Bikini’s are a very personal choice to the touch and the eye, so why not the nose?”
Penrice asked. 

Invista’s Bikini Bonanza Invista’s

60th bikini

anniversary

event.
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By Jennifer Hirshlag and Sophia Chabbott

NEW YORK — When Cartier’s Fifth Avenue flag-
ship rolls out the red carpet Wednesday to cele-
brate the launch of its high jewelry collection —
Caresse d’Orchidées par Cartier — Frédéric de
Narp will be making his first public appearance
in his role as the company’s North American
president and chief executive officer.

De Narp smiled when he said he doesn’t
anticipate taking up much of the limelight in
comparison to the luxe pieces that will be on
display during the event, but he surely will be
keeping a keen eye on the success of the
evening. The soirée marks the first time in the
nearly 160-year-old French company’s history that
a new collection is premiering in the U.S. It is testament
to the importance the venerable jewelry brand is placing
on the North American market.

Cartier, a subsidiary of Swiss luxury group Compagnie
Financière Richemont SA, has 32 doors in the U.S. and
Canada, as well as a wholesale business for its stationery,
fragrance, watches and other various accessories. Sales for
the U.S. business are estimated at $600 million and de Narp
anticipates that percentage growth over the next year should
reach the double digits.

“This is the most important time in my life to deliver and to
give back to Cartier,” said de Narp, 36, who started with the compa-
ny in 1991 as a sales associate in Japan and was most recently ceo of
Cartier Italy. “Even though Cartier is performing strongly every-
where, the growth in the U.S. is stronger than in any other country.”

Jewelry retailers across the board have been optimistic about the
domestic market based on the emergence of a female customer more
willing to purchase fine pieces for herself and the continued boom in
demand for luxury products.

“The luxury business has been the single most consistent channel of
distribution in recent years,” said Arnold Aronson, managing director
of retail strategies at Kurt Salmon Associates, a worldwide manage-
ment consulting firm specializing in retail consumer products. “There
is a continuing window of opportunity for companies that have a cred-
ible brand image and equity. Certainly Cartier should be taking full ad-
vantage of that now — enjoying the tailwinds, so to speak.”

De Narp isn’t wasting any time getting down to work on his plan to
capitalize on the strong market. As head of Cartier in North America, he
succeeded Stanislas de Quercize, who moved back to Paris to become global
ceo of Richemont brand Van Cleef & Arpels. De Narp, who was born in
Brittany, France, moved all his belongings from Italy and settled into his
new home in Westchester County with his expecting wife and five children on
Saturday. The next day he tapped into his experience as a sales associate by kicking
off a whirlwind tour of key Cartier boutiques.

“It’s important to be in the field,” de Narp said. “In four days, I visited some
16 boutiques all over the country. Each city in the U.S. has its own customer
with their own specificities and I need to know those specificities quickly.”

De Narp said that, in Italy, almost half of Cartier customers were tourists,
forcing him to learn the different needs of clients.

“Italians know about luxury and quality,” he said. “They have so much ma-
turity that it can be hard to surprise them. But there are different expecta-
tions when it comes to different people in the world. I feel like I have an inter-
national perspective.”

Also within days of coming on board, de Narp announced a new executive
management team. Joining Olivier Stip as senior vice president of marketing
and communications will be Edward
Wright, who will become senior vice
president of retail, and Martin Gatins,
who will be senior vice president of the
wholesale division. Prior to the appoint-
ment at Cartier, Wright served as presi-
dent of Baume & Mercier. Gatins has
been with Cartier since 1992 and was
most recently vice president of the
wholesale division.

“It’s important to be surrounded by
strong people,” de Narp said. “They
joined me on the tour and, for me, being
with them for four days and four nights
speaking only about Cartier was an
amazing experience.”

One of the subjects the quartet dis-
cussed was the continued plan for reno-
vating Cartier doors around the country
with an updated store design concept
meant to make customers feel more com-
fortable without sacrificing the elegant
ambience. The concept was realized by
architect Bruno Moinard and was first
applied to Cartier’s Beverly Hills bou-
tique, which reopened in May. Cartier is

renovating the second floor of its flagship
here, as well as five other boutiques, includ-
ing those in Chicago and Atlanta.

“We want the spaces to be more welcom-
ing and alluring,” said de Narp.

Of utmost importance of all these strate-
gies, however, is the brand’s commitment
to accelerating its creativity, said de Narp.

This year, Cartier will release four
new collections:

● In April, it kicked off the push
with a new bridal assortment.

● In July, it released the Himalia col-
lection, based on circles and in-

corporating white gold, yellow
gold and pavé diamonds.

● This month, it will
present the Pasha de
Cartier line, based on
the grid in the brand’s

famous watch, as
well as its first
high jewelry
collection in two

years, Caresse
d’Orchidées par Cartier.

This collection is the compa-
ny’s first high jewelry line since the launch of Le Baiser
du Dragon, which made its debut in Paris in 2003.

“Our jewelry is the embodiment of the spirit of
the brand and now women are more independent
and buy for themselves,” he said. “They want
something special, that nobody else has.”

The collection, which was three years in the
making and inspired by a sketch found in the

Cartier archives, hopes to fit the bill. It comprises
55 pieces, all based on orchids rendered in brilliant

colorways in brooches, necklaces, cocktail rings, earrings and bracelets.
A key brooch from the collection comprises an orchid of spinels, garnets, mandarin

garnets and diamonds in gradient tropical colors. It is topped off with a 30.38-faceted
spinel. A cuff bracelet resembles a wrist corsage. Atop its diamond-studded cuff lays a di-
amond-studded orchid with touches of pink sapphires and 10 rubellite drops at its center.

The collection is going on tour following its visit to New York, with stops in Los
Angeles, London and finally Paris. The collection will be at the reopening of the Rue
de la Paix boutique in Paris on Dec. 13.

Retail prices start at $6,700 and go up to $3 million for the most elaborate piece in
the collection, a “Y” necklace with a diamond and ruby orchid at the throat from
which cascades three rows of emerald beads, each set with a small ruby.

De Narp would not divulge sales projections but said, “I’m very ambitious [about
this collection]. When our customers see the jewelry, they will be moved. I want
women to enjoy wearing our jewelry and to dream. The Prince of Wales once hailed
Cartier as the jeweler of kings and the king of jewelers, and I want to reinforce its
place as just that.”

Fine Jewelry Report
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Some of the pieces from the

Caresse d’Orchidées par

Cartier collection take up to

2,250 hours to produce

within the jeweler’s studio.

A white gold, emerald,

diamond, ruby and

rubellite necklace from

the new collection.

A brooch with a

30.38-faceted

spinel.

Frédéric de Narp
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By Jennifer Hirshlag

NEW YORK — The founders and designers of Be & D
handbags, Be Inthavong and Steve Dumain, debated a
bit before describing the brand’s look.

“Be is very luxury. I’m very edgy,” Dumain said. “If
you look at our handbags now, the styles look like our
personalities, as if we beat each other up on the street
and that’s what came out the other side.”

That combination of luxury and edge has catapulted
Be & D into the major leagues after just over a year in
business. The brand’s slouchy hobos and barrel bags in
skins ranging from deerskin to python and ostrich, which
often feature disconcertingly propor-
tioned straps and loads of studs, rings
and other heavy hardware, are top sell-
ers alongside looks by Chloé, Mulberry
and Kooba. Mena Suvari, Penélope Cruz
and Marcia Cross all carry Be & D, and
in some stores there’s a waiting list for
coveted silhouettes.

“They’ve been our number-one bag in
the store,” said Christina Minasian, buyer
for Kitson in Los Angeles, the first store to
carry the brand on the West Coast.
“Customers really respond to their leathers
and the details and the great shapes.”

Roopal Patel, women’s fashion direc-
tor of Bergdorf Goodman, said: “I think
they stand out among many of their
peers because they are consistently in
touch with the trends and because they are able to
make the trends look so luxurious. It’s still under the
radar, but it’s for that fashion-savvy customer who is a
bit more eclectic and may not want that ‘It’ bag, but
wants something recognizable and stylish.”

Inthavong and Dumain met about two years ago and
hit it off instantly, despite what they recognized as their

different material sensibilities.
“I remember that right after we met I drove Be and

his friend to Fred Leighton in my old Mercedes that you
had to shut off by lifting the hood and literally pressing
a button,” Dumain recalled. “We were driving down
Fifth Avenue and Be was like, ‘You can’t park that car
in front of Fred Leighton.’ But the truth is that I like
old things because I’m drawn to the look of things
and Be is all about craftsmanship.”

Dumain, who was born in Pine Bush,
N.Y., and attended business school at
the University of Vermont, was work-
ing as a screenwriter and film produc-

er and living in Will-
iamsburg in Brooklyn.
The Laotian-born and
Dallas-raised Inthavong
lived on Manhattan’s
Upper East Side and worked
in production on belts, jewelry
and other accessories. Both
were ready to try something
new, so they decided to go
into business together.

They created a line of high-end
jersey shirts featuring screen-printed
designs. A trip to Beirut to visit a
friend changed everything, however.

“Leaving Beirut, in duty-free, you
buy so many nuts because the area is
known for nuts,” Dumain said. “You get

them in these amazing screen-printed burlap bags. We
decided to make our own versions out of denim, and the
first person who bought it was Anna Sui to put in her
own store. Out of that one bag, we decided to get serious
and begin making bags out of leather.”

The duo named each of the silhouettes in their initial
12-piece collection after iconic Hollywood sirens, such

as Greta Garbo and Joan
Crawford, and watched their

business grow from two accounts to
nearly 150, including Neiman Marcus
and select Bloomingdale’s.

They continue to utilize the naming
technique for the new spring line, which

includes 50 to 60 silhouettes that retail from
$850 to $4,300, but Inthavong and Dumain said
a lot is changing.

“Our initial explosion was great,”
Inthavong said. “But it was good and not
good. We want to learn from that explosion
and take control now.”

Be & D hand-finish all the brand’s bags
in what Inthavong and Dumain like to call
their atelier in the Garment District.

“Everybody asks us why we are making everything here
when we are shipping such big quantities,” Dumain said.
“They tell us we should be going to other places for our pro-
duction. But we monitor every single step of the process. We
look at each skin that comes in. If the skin is thinner, it can
change the bag, for example. It’s about detail.”

Inthavong added: “When you do bag-making and treat
it like an art, you can’t expand too much. You can have de-
mand, but that doesn’t necessarily dictate supply or you
lose the magic. And we’re not here today, gone tomorrow.”
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Be & D Goes Out on the Edge
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Be Inthavong 

and Steve Dumain 

of Be & D. 

From bottom left: Be & D’s Bow,

Crawford and updated Garbo bags. 
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A Finishing Touch at the Costume Institute
By Jennifer Hirshlag

NEW YORK — It is little more than a month
since the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s
Costume Institute disassembled the exhibi-
tion honoring Coco Chanel, but it is already
showcasing another woman with an irrev-
erent approach toward fashion with the
opening Tuesday of “Rara Avis: Selections
From the Iris Barrel Apfel Collection.”

The installation will be the first to
fully incorporate accessories with the
fashion on the mannequins displayed
within the gallery. 

Harold Koda, curator in charge of the
Costume Institute, who worked on the ex-
hibition with research associate
Stephane Houy-Towner, said the
show marks a new direction for
the Institute.

“We have an extraordinary ac-
cessories collection,” he said.
“But it hasn’t been collected with
a strong point of view, and it’s
impossible to portray a period
without all the accoutrements.”

Koda said in the Eighties a
friend at Sotheby’s called and said
she had seen this remarkable
clothing collection. When Koda
saw it, he agreed, but was more in-
terested because the collection
was rounded out with items like
shoes, boots, belts, and especially
fashion and costume jewelry.

The collection belonged to Iris
Apfel, an 84-year-old New York
socialite and co-founder with her
husband, Carl, of Old World
Weavers, a high-end interior tex-
tile business. Apfel had been col-
lecting things from around the
world since her business started
in the Fifties and did so with an
eye toward her eccentric style

that found her mixing things like
Christian Dior couture with flea
market finds or 19th-century ec-
clesiastical vestments with Dolce
& Gabbana lizard trousers.

“We knew we wanted to build
our accessories collection and
she collected lots of accessories,”
Koda said. 

Koda said originally, the
Costume Institute planned for
the show of her collection to be
small. But after seeing the run-
ways last season and the layered
looks presented by designers
like Marc Jacobs and Stefano
Pilati for Yves Saint Laurent,
Koda realized the exhibition
had more to offer.

“[Apfel] is of the generation of
women who would purchase en-
tire ensembles from designers
and wear them the way the de-
signers presented the looks,” he
said. “But when she wore an en-
semble, she mixed it all up with a
rare eye. I realized the way she

dresses is really of the moment. She is
somebody who has been really individual
her whole life and is suddenly coincident
with the fashion system.”

The installation includes some 80
mannequins organized within various vi-
gnettes, with their outfits serving as more
of a background for the footwear, bangles,
belts, brooches and necklaces. Apfel her-
self came in to help style the show.

Looks include a bright orange
Geoffrey Beene jersey pantsuit paired
with a turquoise bigger-than-lifesize scor-
pion pin, a Mexican hammered-silver and
chunky torquoise belt and Venetian blue
plastic cuffs with a gilded trim. There
also will be a purple and blue silk blend

Lanvin evening coat paired with a neck-
lace Apfel fashioned out of inexpensive
golf ball-sized gold orbs and pendants of
massive Masai gold ear ornaments.

“She likes to introduce humor and irony
and parody into her dressing,” Koda said. 

Individual accessories also appear in
the show. They include luxurious items,
like a Gripoix flower brooch, Armani
leather and crystal dragonfly pin and
Chanel woven leather and gold-plated
cuff. Also included are found items, like
an antique Hungarian needlework belt
and a bib necklace abounding with dime-
store plastic children’s toys. 

“Rara Avis” will be on display through
Jan. 22.
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Two ensembles that will be on display during 

“Rara Avis.”

Iris Apfel’s Native American bear

claw necklace.

Longchamp® was founded in 1948

and has become synonymous

with stylish and innovative bags

and accessories.

The Longchamp® Le PliageTM bag

has been a hit since 1993.

Le PliageTM bag is identified by its

unique design (something our

lawyers call “Trade Dress”).

Longchamp® controls trademark and

trade dress rights in Le PliageTM bag

and will enforce these rights to

the fullest extent of the law.

Only the genuine Longchamp® Le PliageTM

never disappoints in any detail.

WE INVITE YOU TO CONTACT US TO LEARN HOW TO BECOME AN AUTHORIZED LONGCHAMP DISTRIBUTOR.
LONGCHAMP USA - 435A US HIGHWAY 130 NORTH - YARDVILLE, NJ 08620 - PHONE: 609-581-5555 - FAX: 609-581-5559



SPADE’S NEW NOTE: Designer Kate
Spade is adding another category
to her repertoire. Kate Spade LLC
has signed a licensing agreement
with the Dalton, Mass.-based
stationer Crane & Co. to produce a
line of social stationery called Kate
Spade for Crane’s.

The first collection, including custom wedding invitations,
personalized stationery and holiday and note cards, will bow
in January in Crane & Co. stores, as well as in Kate Spade
boutiques, where an area will be devoted to the assortment.

The new line features Spade’s quirky and feminine Sixties
vibe, with vintage floral patterns, black-and-white awning stripes
and colors that include bright fuchsia, yellow and kelly green. 

VIRTUAL BLING: Fragments, the New York-based jeweler and
wholesale company, has relaunched its three-year-old Web
site, fragments.com.

The site features some 400 styles from 40 up-and-
coming and novelty jewelry and accessory designers,
including Caroline Bucci, Dana Kellin, Mallary Marks and
Miguel Ases, and is geared toward gift-giving. The gifting
section asks the consumer questions such as what is the
recipient’s style and skin tone, what is the gift-giving
occasion and what is the desired price range of the gift.

The site also divides the jewelry into trends such as
“Jewel Tones,” “Gold Standard” and “Long and Layered,”
and provides a link to buy a piece seen in an editorial. Prices
for jewelry on the site start at $45 for silver hoop earrings
and go up to $1,500 for a gold and diamond necklace.

MEMORIAL SERVICE: The Accessories Council is hosting 
a memorial breakfast in memory of its former president 
and founder, Sheila Block, who died of leukemia in July.
The breakfast will be at the Laboratory Institute of
Merchandising, located at 12 East 53rd Street in
Manhattan, from 8 to 9:30 a.m. on Sept. 19.

WWD.COM

By Sophia Chabbott

NEW YORK — French accessories
design firm Roger Vivier has
opened its first store in Hong Kong.

The store, which had a soft open-
ing in late July, held its grand open-
ing party on Thursday in The
Landmark, an upscale shopping mall
that houses stores such as Prada,
Bottega Veneta and Christian Dior.

This is the second freestanding
Vivier store in the world. The first
opened in Paris on Rue du Faubourg
Saint-Honoré in February 2004.

The 550-square-foot Hong Kong
shop features modern lines, curv-
ing pale pink walls and Mod
Sixties furniture, such as a
table made of uneven stacked
slats of pale blue wood.
There are stands lit from
beneath to highlight the
firm’s bags and famous
Belle Vivier shoes, a buck-
led flat that became popu-
lar after Catherine Deneuve
wore them in the film
“Belle de Jour.”

The Paris-based com-
pany, acquired by Tod’s
SpA in 2000, relaunched in 2003
with footwear designer
Bruno Frisoni at the de-
sign helm for shoes and handbags.
Since then, Vivier has opened the
Paris boutique and in-store shops in
Saks Fifth Avenue in New York and

in Neiman Marcus in
Beverly Hills, in

April and June, re-
spectively.

“We feel it’s a
marvelous new addi-
tion to house Vivier
exclusively on the
West Coast for Nei-
man Marcus,” said
Sandra Wilson, acces-
sories fashion direc-

tor for the store. “It’s
unique and has its own identity.”

And Vivier is looking to grow its
retail business.

“Hong Kong has the perfect clien-
tele for Roger Vivier,” said Diego

Della Valle, chairman and chief ex-
ecutive officer of Tod’s. “The women
[of Hong Kong] are very sophisticat-
ed and their buying power is very
strong. They also have a modern
sense and a unique understanding of
the luxury that is epitomized by the
Roger Vivier collection.”

Della Valle said that the company
would proceed with a rollout of
Vivier boutiques in London, New
York, Milan, Tokyo and Singapore in
coming years.

The company, which focuses
mainly on bags and shoes, launched
a small collection of jewelry in gold
and silver this fall and will bow an
ebony jewelry collection for spring.
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Roger

Vivier’s

Hong

Kong

boutique.

Vivier Steps Into Asia

A Vivier handbag.

A Kate
Spade
invitation.
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The One she gave herself.

The Only.
Go on. Give in. 800.962.2813
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By David Lipke

NEW YORK — After making his elegant mark on Seventh Avenue
with pared-down dresses known for their rigorous seaming
detail, Narciso Rodriguez is set to take on men’s wear. 

Rodriguez’s first men’s collection will make its debut Tuesday
night during the designer’s runway show at the Exit Art gallery, and
will be available in the spring exclusively at Barneys New York.

“I draw so much inspiration from men’s wear and men’s wear
fabrics, and I’ve wanted to do this for quite some time,” he said at
his design atelier. “It’s a true extension of what I do — tailoring,
which I love.”

The men’s line is a separate venture from the designer’s
women’s collection, produced and distributed by Aeffe, which
rings up annual wholesale volume of $20 million to $30 million
and has distribution in about 115 stores worldwide. The men’s
venture is being produced in-house by Rodriguez and his team,
and will be manufactured in the U.S.

Italy-based Aeffe, which also markets the Moschino, Pollini
and Alberta Ferretti labels, launched Rodriguez’s women’s
business in 1997 under a licensing agreement. It has, at times,
experienced an uneasy relationship with the Rodriguez team.

The genesis of the tightly focused men’s wear initiative was
sparked during Rodriguez’s trip to Italy in the spring to research
his women’s line.

“I found some beautiful fabrics and couldn’t use them in the
women’s collection,” he said. “It was obvious to me they were
fabrics I’d like to wear, and I said to myself, ‘I should just put
together a small men’s collection.’”

One of those fabrics, a double-bonded stretch cotton — think
classic mackintosh material — found its way into a number of
men’s pieces, including tailored suits and shorts.

“The gist of the collection is tailoring,’’ he said. “It’s very
conscious of the body and structured in the same way that I do
women’s wear.”

That philosophy is evident in pants with meticulously crafted
seams down the front and back of the legs, a delicately tailored
linen shirt with seams that shape it to the body and tailored jackets
boasting an extra seam between the traditional dart and side seam.

“You’d probably never notice it, but that seam provides that
extra bit of fit; it accentuates the chest and the waist,” Rodriguez
said of the jacket. “I like to do things that are quite classic and
beautiful, but just changing things a bit — looking at things from a
slightly different perspective.”

Rodriguez Takes on Men’s

NEW YORK — One of America’s most
fashionable “Friends” is slated to be on
hand at the Bryant Park Tents today. 

Courteney Cox, who signed a deal to en-
dorse the Valeant Pharmaceuticals-owned
brand Kinerase in March, will appear with
Valeant’s president, Wes Wheeler, at 4 p.m.
today to introduce the company’s new
Kinerase Pro+Therapy line. As well, the
duo is expected to discuss the upscale
derm brand’s expansion plans. Previously
sold in dermatolgists’ offices, Kinerase ex-
panded its reach into prestige retail doors,
including Sephora, earlier this year. 

During an exclusive telephone inter-
view with WWD last Thursday, Cox noted
she is a “complete product person.”

“I try everything there
is,” Cox said. “And, funny
enough, I had been using
Kinerase on my own for a
few years before the company approached
me last year, so this was a great match. I
think Valeant is a classy organization, and
that the people who own the company are
great. Also, I like that Kinerase goes be-
yond being a run-of-the-mill skin care line,
with the medical research that’s been put
into it and the fact that a pharmaceutical
company is manufacturing it. It’s a simple
yet extremely effective line.”

Cox hasn’t appeared in beauty adver-
tising before this, she said, save for a
Noxzema ad at the beginning of her ca-
reer — but she’s not averse to dipping
her toes deeper into the beauty market. 

“I’d love to do a makeup collection,”
she said. “I’d especially like to do my
own mascara. And I’d love to work with
Valeant to develop some sort of a beauty-

related vitamin for skin — to continue on
the inside what these products do on the
outside.” Has she ever been approached
about doing fragrance or makeup? “Not
that I’m aware of,” she said with a laugh,
adding that her agents screen opportuni-
ties before they are presented to her. But
would she be open to it? “Sure,” she said. 

“Courteney is a perfect match for
Kinerase,” Wheeler, told WWD when the
deal was signed. “She’s instantly recog-
nizable, has great skin and is an A-list
celebrity with tremendous appeal to a
wide variety of consumers. We’re excited
to be working with her.”

In addition to her Kinerase deal, Cox —
who, along with her husband, David

Arquette, runs Coquette
Productions, an entertain-
ment development firm —
is currently filming

“Return to Zoom,” an action adventure for
kids, in Toronto. The piece also stars Tim
Allen and Chevy Chase and is being direct-
ed by Peter Hewitt. “I play Marsha, a nerdy,
comic book-obsessed character,” she said. “I
wasn’t specifically looking for a kids’ piece
to do, but it’s always nice when it’s some-
thing that Coco [the actress’ infant daughter]
can watch. By the time it’s released next
year, she’ll be old enough to watch it.”

Cox and Arquette also are developing
a slew of both TV and feature film proj-
ects through Coquette. One, a feature
film project the duo is working on with
Paramount, is intended as a star vehicle
for Cox. On other fronts, TV shows are in
development with HBO and FX. “We’re
doing a bunch of different, eclectic
things,” Cox said with a laugh.

While she’ll only be in town today, Cox
is also hoping to catch a fashion show or
two before she leaves.

“Then,” she said, “it’s back to the set.”
— Julie Naughton

Revlon Backing J. Mendel
NEW YORK — Revlon is taking its brand
inside the tents at fashion week for the
second year in a row. The mass beauty
marketer will preview its spring-summer
2006 color collections during the J.
Mendel show, scheduled to take place on
Thursday in Bryant Park. Revlon has re-
cruited runway makeup artist Charlotte
Tilbury as its lead makeup artist for the
show. Tilbury will use Revlon’s two up-
coming collections to create a palette of
sheer shades, such as pinks and lilacs,
offset with touches of green.

Gilles Mendel, the designer of J.
Mendel, has earned acclaim for broaden-
ing the family-run business from a fur
house to a sophisticated ready-to-wear col-
lection. “I’m always inspired by confident
women with an innate sense of luxury and
style,” Mendel stated. “Like J. Mendel,
Revlon understands women, and encour-
ages them to feel sexy and beautiful.” Last
season, Revlon collaborated with the de-
sign duo behind Christopher Deane.

BBW Appoints McNeill 
NEW YORK — Kathleen McNeill was
named vice president of merchandising
for flagships at Bath & Body Works
Thursday. She was most recently mer-
chandise manager for skin care at

Sephora USA and sephora.com. In
her new post, McNeill is responsible for
merchandising Bath & Body Works flag-
ships with prestige personal and beauty
care products, complementing the Bath
& Body Works lines in those stores. She
reports to Leslie Faust, senior vice presi-
dent of flagships at Bath & Body Works.

“Kathleen is a passionate brand
builder and a merchandising leader in
the personal care industry,” stated Faust.
“She has the strategic vision necessary to
develop effective merchandising initia-
tives to maximize store, brand and space
performance.” During her five years in
skin care at Sephora, where she worked
as a merchandise analyst and then as a
skin care buyer, McNeill created several
new merchandising concepts. She also
has worked at Macy’s West, Neiman
Marcus, Robinson’s and Nordstrom.

Courteney Cox Hits Tents for Kinerase
WWD.COM
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Are you looking for an opportunity to do business with one of Canada’s largest retailers? Now you can. With one simple 

step you can sell your product in over 500 Bay, Zellers, Fields, Home Outfitters and Designer Depot locations across 

Canada. Just apply for Hbc’s vendor open house today at www.hbc.ca. You’ll meet Hbc executives and get a personal, 

one-on-one meeting with Hbc buyers. The door’s open.

Hbc Opens its Doors to New Vendors with Innovative Merchandise

Hbc’s OPEN DOORS SEPTEMBER 30, 2005 TORONTO, CANADA www.hbc.ca



By Sophia Chabbott

NEW YORK — Fashion designers can’t survive on
clothes alone. In this age of adornment, many of
the fashion force have turned to their accessories
counterparts to create some ornate accou-
trements that will likely spice up runway looks
for spring.

Robert Lee Morris for Donna Karan: For
spring, Donna Karan’s key words and

ideas are “White, [the combination of]
raw and refined, genius construction,
eclectic and ephemeral,” according to
jewelry designer and sculptor Robert
Lee Morris, who collaborated with

Karan on a collection of necklaces.
The necklaces are made of mother-

of-pearl, silver, metals with an oxide
or patina finish and other various
washed-ashore-looking materials. A
standout look is the long neck-

lace on a thin silver strand
with clusters of amulets made

of mother-of-pearl discs, ham-
mered silver rings and other various materials,
similar to that shown. 

Gerard Yosca for Nanette Lepore: Yosca adopted a
quirky, feminine take on Nanette Lepore’s “Desert
Glam” inspiration for the season. “There is a naïve
glamour in this girl,” said Yosca of Lepore’s muse.
His designs include long chain necklaces made of
painted white metal culminating in large circular white
metal filigree pendants decorated with a mélange of
opaque stones in sky blue, pale yellow and peach. 

V’ta for Abaeté: “These pieces are big and
bold, but still feminine,” said Karla
Witukiewicz of her geometric necklaces
for Abaeté’s show. Abaeté designer Laura
Poretzky’s inspiration for the collection
is the Brazilian film “Black Orpheus,”
and V’ta’s collars and necklaces, made
of indigenous Brazilian gemstones
like labradorite, rhodochrosite and
aventurine, take influence from the
film’s seductive tale of lovers, set in Rio
di Janeiro. One style is a lime and burgundy

collar of shield-shaped lemon quartz
and faceted aventurine stones that

are custom-cut in oblong and
shield shapes.

Keds for BCBG and Zero by
Maria Cornejo: Keds has gained
entry to fashion’s inner circle

and is collaborating on runway
shoes for both BCBG and Zero by

Maria Cornejo, whose shows take place
today and Tuesday, respectively. BCBG is
sending distressed graffiti-print
oxford sneakers without laces

down the runway, while Zero
by Maria Cornejo is going

with a few styles, including
skimmers in azure colored
Lurex, dark brown jacquard
and ballet flats with ivory
ribbon ankle straps.

SVDL New York for Kai Milla: Susan van
der Linde, designer of millinery compa-
ny SVDL New York, took Kai Milla’s

vision of an updated
Forties glamour girl and
used unusual materials
like millinery-like
leather and coated lace.
One headband features a
frothy combination of
tulle with a floppy silk
flower and a short veil.

Faraone & Mennella for Carolina Herrera:
“The look is all about the long chains piled
up with big beads on the chain,” said
Amedeo Scognamiglio, co-owner of Faraone
& Mennella. The theme for Herrera’s show
is Vienna in the early 1900s and the fine

jewelry design duo, who already create jewelry especially
for Herrera, designed some simple but stark pieces for
the show, like a 32-inch gold link chain necklace inter-
spersed with onyx and vintage ivory stripes.

WWD.COM
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TRUE COLORS: Gossip has a powerful gravitational
pull, as those who try to escape it soon find out.
Take Celebrity Living, which first arrived in April,
promising to delve into stars’ fashion and decorating
preferences, but not their private lives. “It’s a
lifestyle magazine — really a lifestyle magazine,”
editor in chief Kelli Delaney told WWD at
the time. “It’s not gossip.” 

That was then. Now, it is definitely
gossip — or at least it wants prospective
buyers to think so. Last week’s cover story
was “Brad and Angelina’s First Big Fight!”
This week’s, on sale starting Wednesday, is
“Brad’s family rejects Angelina and pleads:
Call Off the Wedding!” It also features a
new logo, white with a pink border — the
same configuration favored by Us Weekly and Star. 

Delaney acknowledged the similarity was no
coincidence. “The old logo almost had a monthly
intimation,” she said. “When I looked at it, I didn’t
know right away that this magazine was part of the
celebrity weekly category.”  

Still, she insisted the title has retained its original
focus while accommodating consumers’ tastes. “I
think we’ve stayed true to that distinction in that
we’re not doing hard news. If we had a cover that was
only about fashion, I don’t think it would sell as well.” 

Indeed, Celebrity Living’s sales, while quite modest

by the standards of the category, have picked up a
bit since the shift in emphasis began, rising from
around 90,000 per issue in July to around
150,000, according to an American Media
spokesman. He added the title will be distributed in
Wal-Mart stores beginning this week, a development
that is projected to add another 100,000 copies to
the total. 

Said Delaney, “I don’t think giving readers news
necessarily means you’re being gossipy and
negative.” — Jeff Bercovici

MURPHY FACES THE LAW: The Condé Nast
bandit who almost made off with $10
million in company monies last year is
about to learn his fate. Sentencing is
expected on Friday in the federal case
against Josef F. Murphy, aka Joseph
Murphy, the former Advance Magazine
Group credit collection manager who
issued himself fraudulent checks totaling

$10,694,267.49, and was able to cash out for
$8,239,197.79 before he got caught during the
2004 holiday season. (WWD is part of Advance
Publications Inc.)

The U.S. attorney’s office in Wilmington, Del.,
where the case has been handled, said Murphy
faces up to 30 years in prison and a maximum fine
of $16 million. He’ll likely receive a lesser sentence,
though, since he pled guilty to the two charges
against him earlier this summer and forfeited $8.3
million in assets — the biggest forfeiture of ill-
gotten gains ever in Delaware. — Sara James
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Manhattan’s best dressed
neighborhood has a
new retail opportunity
that’s drop-dead gorgeous.

This rare full-block retail opportunity is
located in NYC’s exclusive “Gold Coast.”
845 Madison Avenue is surrounded by a
who’s who of luxury brands including Gucci,
Versace, Chanel, Hermès, Donna Karan,
Ralph Lauren, Prada and Dolce & Gabbana.

The surrounding Upper East Side residential
neighborhood is considered one of the most
prestigious and affluent in Manhattan.

845 Madison Avenue – all dressed up
and ready to go.

*All divisions will be considered.

For leasing and information, please contact
Robert K. Futterman or Joshua Strauss
212.599.3700

16,000 SF*
Featuring 200 feet of
Madison Avenue frontage,
available immediately.

71ST STREET

70TH  STREET

Ralph Lauren
Mansion

Polo Ralph
Lauren

Gianfranco
Ferré

Santoni

MADISON AVENUE

Chloé
Gucci

Cartier

Prada
Miu Miu

�

ROBERT K. FUTTERMAN & ASSOCIATES
www.rkf.com
ROBERT K. FUTTERMAN & ASSOCIATES
www.rkf.com
ROBERT K. FUTTERMAN & ASSOCIATES
www.rkf.com
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By Julee Greenberg

NEW YORK — Entering its 20th year in business, Dockers
is set to prove it’s about more than just “Nice Pants.”

The San Francisco-based brand, launched by Levi
Strauss & Co. in 1986, has made some major changes in
its marketing efforts in hopes of capturing a female con-
sumer. Starting with a new logo, which will read Dockers
San Francisco instead of just Dockers, the company will
also forgo its “Nice Pants” marketing slogan in favor of
“Dress to Live,” which Bill Stewart, vice president of
Dockers marketing U.S., said will show the brand in a
whole new light.

“We’re known for our khakis, so ‘Nice Pants’ has
done really well for us since we launched it in 1994,”
Stewart said. “But what we realize is that as we are en-
tering our next phase, we need to do something new.”

Stewart said that since the company is still primarily a
men’s wear business, with 80 percent of sales coming

from men’s wear and 20 percent from women’s, there is a
“gigantic opportunity for growth in the women’s catego-
ry.” In the past, he said, Dockers has focused on perform-
ance product, such as with the “mobile pant,” which had
hidden pockets for cell phones, cd players, etc. It also
had the “defender pant,” which was made with a Dupont
and Teflon fabric that repelled stains. While Stewart said
the importance of performance still exists at Dockers, in
order to reach a female consumer, the clothes also have
to be stylish.

“She cares most about fit and style,” Stewart said.
“So we have already updated the styling there, it’s much
more fashion-forward than it was. Overall, what people
are looking for are clothes to live in. Clothes that pro-
vide comfort and are ready for anything. That’s where
the ‘Dress to Live’ comes in.”

Stewart also said he hopes this new slogan will help
people realize that Dockers is about more than just
pants, but rather a full lifestyle collection for women,

men and home. While many
products are still produced
under licensing agreements, the
company recently took back its
women’s tops business from
Kellwood Co. in order to make
sure the women’s line was a co-
hesive, coordinated collection.

The new Dockers message will
become clear with a major TV
campaign that breaks this week.
The ads were developed with the
help of Foote Cone & Belding, an
agency based in San Francisco
that also worked on the “Nice
Pants” ads in 1994. Dockers will
air two different 30-second spots
on an array of networks, includ-
ing cable entertainment channels
as well as sports channels. Each
commercial tells a story of how
one couple met and fell for each
other at first sight on a San
Francisco trolley. One spot shows
the story from the man’s point of
view, while the other shows the
woman’s side. A print campaign is
also appearing this fall in maga-
zines such as GQ, Men’s Health,
Esquire, ESPN the Magazine and
Sports Illustrated. 

“We will eventually advertise
in women’s publications as well,
but for the start, we want to
show our male customers that
we have more than just pants,”
Stewart said. “These ads will
show him the full line, and even
the women’s line will be evident
since we now have women in
the campaign.”

Also this week, Dockers will
unveil its new Web site, dock-
ers.com, which now serves only
as an informational site rather
than an e-commerce one. The
site, designed by Silverlign
Group in San Jose, Calif., fea-
tures images from the new ads,
showcases product and shows
where they can be purchased.

No More ‘Nice Pants’ as Dockers Sets New Campaign
WWD.COM

Dockers will begin a major TV campaign this week.

Print ads will run in fall men’s magazines.
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By Karyn Monget

NEW YORK — Maidenform Brands Inc. is on a roll with
a successful initial public offering under its belt.

The $337 million bra company, having gone public
July 22 and now trading on the New York Stock
Exchange, is now focusing on a multimillion-dollar ad-
vertising campaign for it’s latest brand, The Dream Bra,
and loads of innovative product in shapewear and full-
figure bras. The 83-year-old company also is expanding
its presence in mass channels with brands such as Self
Expressions and Rendezvous, and is making a big push
into the international marketplace, a line of business
Maidenform executives call a “huge opportunity.”

In an interview at the Maidenform offices here,
Thomas J. Ward, chief executive officer and vice chair-
man, said strong brand equity, an established solid
growth platform and sourcing with selective partners to
maximize efficiency and flexibility were among the fac-

tors that made the IPO possible. The Bayonne, N.J.-
based company, which was acquired by Ares Corporate
Opportunities Fund in 2004, completed its strategic
repositioning as a marketer, rather than as a manufac-
turer, in 2002, when it opened an office in Hong Kong
and closed five manufacturing facilities: two each in
Mexico and the Dominican Republic and one in
Jacksonville, Fla. All sourcing and production is now
conducted in China, Indonesia, Thailand and Sri Lanka.

At a time when a number of companies are struggling
to survive in a sluggish retail climate, Maidenform had
quietly planned a strategy that earned the respect of the
financial community in an IPO that was increased to al-
most 12.8 million shares from 10 million shares. The IPO
raised at least $217 million. It was initially priced at $17 a
share, higher than the expected price of between $14 and
$16 a share.

“Among the key points that set our strategic business
plan into motion was an increased investment in the

marketing of our products,” Ward said. “Everything had
to mirror the image we wanted to convey, whether it was
point-of-sale materials, hangtags, ads or the environ-
ment at stores. We also expanded research and develop-
ment, and the design and production areas, and we
looked at everything on a global basis by sending our

people shopping in Europe as
well as Asia.”

He added that international
business has expanded “dra-
matically” over the past three
years, accounting for 6 percent
of annual revenues.

Dorvin D. Lively, executive
vice president and chief financial
officer, said, “International
growth has been significant. Year-
to-date, in the first six months of
’05, it’s up 53.9 percent.”

Maurice S. Reznik, president
of Maidenform, said the compa-
ny’s approach to international
business has been to provide a
consistent product and ad cam-
paign that reflects a cohesive
image. That message comes
across in product franchises in-
cluding One fabulous Fit and The
Dream Bra by Maidenform, as
well as shapewear by Flexees
and full-figure and minimizer
bras by Lilyette.

“We sell the same bra style
worldwide,“ said Reznik. “Our
international business has been
very strong in Russia and we are
planning simultaneous launches
of The Dream Bra in the U.K
and Canada, which have been
extremely strong markets for us.
Whether it’s Tel Aviv, London,
Toronto or Moscow, there will be
a 60-day promotional window
beginning in October, with semi-
nars, print and outdoor advertis-
ing and point-of-sale materials.”

Regarding product innova-
tion, Manette Scheininger, senior
vice president of merchandising
and design, said: “Product inno-
vation is the key to what we are
all about. Our mantra is con-
sumer-friendly technology. It has
to be easy to understand, but it
also has to be comfortable.”

Key examples include multi-
ple elastic treatments for bra
strap adjustments in a group for
spring 2006 called Endless
Options and “flex-to-fit” stretch
release panels on full-figure bras.

Addressing media strategy, Liz
Morris, vice president of market-
ing, said an “aggressive” multimil-
lion-dollar ad campaign is being
planned for The Dream Bra.

“We’ll have preprinted inserts
with heavily coated stock similar
to ads for fragrance in November
magazines, including Vanity
Fair,” said Morris. “On Sept. 16,
Macy’s Herald Square will be in-
stalling a [soft] Dream Shop, and
we’ll have a billboard at Seventh
Avenue and 36th Street. We’ll
also be doing a full-page ad in
The New York Times Sept. 18, as
well as full-page ads in seven
major regional markets.”

Maidenform Details Growth Strategy
WWD.COM

The Maidenform team at the New York Stock Exchange.
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By Liza Casabona  

NEW YORK — The debate over
copyright protections for wear-
able items comes down to the
distinction between art and util-
ity — one is eligible for copy-
right protection, the other is not.

Many cases have tried to
clarify the definition of artistic
versus functional elements of
apparel, but with little success.
Now, friction over the issue is
heating up following two recent
court decisions.

Part of the problem in under-
standing the nuances of the law,
said copyright lawyers, arises
from the fact that the issue has
been left to the interpretation of
individual state courts.

“The [copyright] law tends to
vary from circuit to circuit. You
have very different standards
being applied in different parts
of the country,” said Robert
Tyler, a Richmond, Va.-based
trademark and copyright lawyer
and partner with McGuireWoods
LLP, New York.

Two decisions handed down
by different appellate courts
highlight that confusion. In 2002,
Chosun International Inc., a
Halloween costume manufactur-
er, filed a suit against Chrisha
Creations Ltd., a competing cos-
tume manufacturer, for copy-
right infringement of three of its
designs. A Manhattan federal
court dismissed the complaint
and ruled that, as a matter of
law, Halloween costumes were
not protected under copyright
law because they are functional
garments.

“This is an area where the
courts have really struggled for
years to find the right balance
between what is copyrightable
and protectable and what is
not,” said Marshall Beil, also a
partner with McGuireWoods.
“The basic rule is that function-
al aspects of clothing cannot be
protected by copyright. Artistic
elements that can be separated
either actually or conceptually
from functional elements are
protectable. The problem the

courts have struggled with is:
How do you make a determina-
tion as to whether a design ele-
ment or artistic element is con-
ceptually separable?”

Chosun appealed the summa-
ry judgment in the Second
Circuit Appellate Court. In its de-
cision, the court pointed out that
the 1976 Copyright Act protects a
broad category of sculptural, pic-
torial and graphic works, and

highlighted the fact that, while
“useful articles,” such as a cos-
tume, as a whole object might not
be protected by copyright law, in-
dividual design elements that
make up the whole item can be.
Ultimately, the Second Circuit re-
manded the case back to the
lower court to be heard.

The particular significance of
the Chosun decision, said Anth-
ony Handal, a partner of Kirk-
patrick & Lockhart, New York,
who represented the company, is
that the Second Circuit affirmed
clothing can be considered under
the copyright law if design ele-
ments are proven to be separable
from functional elements.

“The court was quite specif-
ic,” Handal said. “It stated that
items of wearing apparel may
be protectable by the copyright
law, subject to the separability
analysis, which is the test of
copyright protection for any
useful object. The courts are
now forced to look at items of
wearing apparel and determine
whether there are aesthetic fea-
tures that are separate from the
functional features of clothing,
which are very well defined.”

The decision, however, only
provides a precedent for the
Second Circuit. Few other re-
gions have addressed whether

wearable items are protected by
the Copyright Act, and the one
that has — the Fifth Circuit —
arrived at a different interpreta-
tion of the separability clause.

The Fifth Circuit decision in-
volved a copyright infringement
case filed in the Eastern District
of Louisiana. Jane Galiano,
founder and owner of Gianna
Inc., which designs clothing and
professional uniforms, filed a

lawsuit against Harrah’s
Operating Co. Inc. and Harrah’s
Entertainment Inc. Galiano al-
leged that Harrah’s infringed on
uniform designs she had done for
the casino that included items
such as vegetable-shaped chef
hats and other distinctive pieces,
according to court documents.

The Fifth District decision
said “copyright protection would
be available only for a design’s
artistic expression and not for
the design of the clothing itself.”
In the Galiano case, the court

concluded that the artistic and
utilitarian elements of the design
in question were not separable.

“The issue of the extent of
protection of something that
could be a piece of apparel is
extraordinarily limited,” said
Jane Shay Wald, a partner and
chair of the trademark practice
group with Irell and Manella in
Century City, Calif., as well as
immediate past president of the
Los Angeles Copyright Society.
Most apparel companies seek
the protection of trademark or
trade dress protections, which
are more established for cloth-
ing items. Decisions like the
Chosun and Galiano cases might
drive even more apparel manu-
facturers to take a close look at
other intellectual property pro-
tections because the copyright
law continues to be a challenge,
Wald said.

Without more explicit guid-
ance on how to separate the
function and the art of wearable
items under the copyright law,
lawyers are skeptical that the
state of the issue will change.

“There isn’t anything to be ex-
trapolated from [the Chosun] de-
cision. The independent pro-
tectability of independent com-
ponents of garments isn’t really
changed by the fact that a mask,
which is part of a costume, may

be protectable,” said Steven
Gursky, partner, Dreier LLP, New
York. Gursky was not involved in
litigation of either the Chosun or
the Galiano lawsuits. “The
Supreme Court or Congress
would have to step in and make a
change to make garments more
protectable.”

For the Supreme Court to ad-
dress a case, an application has
to be filed, the vast majority of
which are denied. To date,
Handal said he was not aware
that any applications on behalf of
either the Chosun or the Galiano
lawsuits have been made.

Some who deal with these
questions of law are more opti-
mistic that the attention given to
the issue in these cases may help
to move the issue forward and
keep discussions about copyright
protections for individual com-
ponents of clothing open.

“We are moving toward a
more careful evaluation of the
nature of the clothing that peo-
ple say is copyrightable,” said
George Gottlieb, an intellectual
property attorney at Gottlieb,
Rackman & Reisman P.C., New
York, who was not involved in
either case. The courts are mov-
ing in the direction of “looking
at each such case and saying,
‘Can we find copyrightable ele-
ments here?’ ” he said.

Court Cases Highlight Copyright Disputes
Financial

WWD.COM

“The [copyright] law tends to vary from
circuit to circuit. You have very different
standards being applied in different
parts of the country.”— Robert Tyler, McGuireWoods LLP, New York



NEW YORK — After getting pounded by the expected negative impact of higher fuel costs on consumer spending,
the WWD Composite Stock Index bounced back Friday, rising 3.7 percent to 1,117.17, which outpaced the S&P
500’s 1.9 percent gain to 1,241.48.

Early last week, investors keyed in on several positive economic reports including a drop in oil futures as well as
several analyst reports that predicted gas would drop and stabilize at the $3 per gallon mark. Also bolstering confi-
dence on Wall Street was a report from the Institute for Supply Management that signaled expanding economic
growth in the services sector.

On the business side, players in the mergers and acquisitions market continue to eye the retail sector. Investors
are waiting for Saks Inc. to announce the sale of its northern department store group.

Speaking of M&A activity, Financo Inc. is sponsoring its second annual Merchandising Investors Conference this
Thursday. This year, the focus is on how to identify investment opportunities in the merchandising sector. The semi-
nar and cocktails will be held at The Harmonie Club, beginning at 4 p.m. Kip Tindell, president and chief executive
officer of The Container Store, is the keynote speaker. Gilbert Harrison, chairman of Financo, will provide introduc-
tory remarks.

William S. Susman, Financo’s president and chief operating officer, will moderate a panel on “Shopping for
Deals in the Merchandising Sector: Entrepreneurs Discuss Winning Corporate Growth Strategies in the
Merchandising Sector and How to Identify Investment Opportunities.” Panel participants include: Laurence
Franklin, president of Tumi; Dean Furbush, ceo of FreshDirect; Ron Hersh, ceo of Rosetti Handbags; Bryant
Linares, president of Apollo Diamond, and Ari Zlotkin, ceo of Anne Fontaine.

The conference will provide attendees — mostly hedge funds, private equity firms and restructuring firms —
with in-depth information about industry trends and growth strategies in the merchandising sector.

“With the continued interest by private equity firms in investing in retailing and other merchandising companies,
this conference will present five private companies that have had their own experience and want to learn more
about private equity investments,” Harrison said.

Separately, the Israel Discount Bank of New York said Terry Schwartz joined its corporate lending area as first vice
president, “charged with account management and new middle market business development in New York and New
Jersey.” Previously, Schwartz served as vice president of new business development with CIT’s Commercial Services.
She was also a vice president at J.P. Morgan Chase.

— WWD Staff

Financial
WWD.COM
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WWDCOMPOSITE STOCK INDEX VS. S&P 500

WWD COMPOSITE STOCK INDEX

S&P 500

Weekly % Changes Ending Sept. 9

WWDSTOCK INDEX REBOUNDS 

WWDStock Market Index

Composite:
1117.17

40.09

Vendors:
1299.16

22.49 

Retailers:
1084.48

42.39

Index base of 1000 is keyed to closing prices 
of Dec. 31, 2002.

Largest Gainers Largest Losers

Close Change
Wilsons Leather 6.85 17.09
Harold’s Stores 1.25 14.68
Nordstrom 36.88 11.42
Goody’s 7.44 8.45
Movado 19.88 8.28

Close Change
A&F 51.61 -4.55
Saks 20.58 -3.92
Gottschalks 9.33 -3.32
Wet Seal 4.60 -2.95
New York & Co. 15.48 -2.95

6/3 6/17 7/1 7/15 7/29 8/12 8/26 9/9

52-WEEK VOLUME AMT
HIGH LOW P/E (00’S) LAST CHANGE

74.10 30.15 Abercrombie & Fitch 20.1 100652 51.61 -2.46
35.46 23.45 Aeropostale 16.6 50210 24.70 0.70
34.04 17.39 American Eagle 14.0 125868 26.39 0.94
28.75 19.98 Ann Taylor 75.2 49107 28.07 2.13
30.97 8.73 Bebe 24.7 43912 18.09 -0.06
3.59 1.20 Bluefly - 3794 1.62 0.03
23.22 10.62 Bon-Ton 15.5 4238 19.95 0.18
44.08 19.80 Burlington Coat 16.3 4514 38.25 0.95
18.53 10.90 Cache 26.6 4466 17.33 0.18
22.27 13.47 Cato 15.5 3819 20.16 1.07
15.21 8.84 Charlotte Russe 41.6 15756 14.81 1.06
12.34 6.92 Charming Shoppes 17.6 22359 12.00 0.46
41.67 16.91 Chico's FAS 37.6 60878 34.47 0.52
52.94 22.00 Children's Place 30.6 22563 39.19 0.78
31.60 19.86 CVS 23.7 146615 29.49 0.52
31.35 22.63 Deb Shops 15.3 312 23.99 0.00
28.60 18.77 Dillard's 16.2 37437 22.58 0.64
22.80 18.10 Dollar General 17.7 148539 19.28 1.09
26.77 15.19 Dress Barn 22.5 15324 24.99 0.21
59.21 30.78 eBay 55.6 700482 38.62 -1.07
35.25 19.50 Family Dollar 15.3 86128 21.38 1.42
78.05 43.51 Federated 14.8 146762 68.50 2.28
29.95 20.79 Foot Locker 12.2 39477 20.94 -0.35
23.75 18.22 Gap 13.6 153662 18.95 0.43
11.10 6.66 Goody's - 11914 7.44 0.58
12.45 4.67 Gottschalks 21.4 2999 9.33 -0.32
25.67 11.58 Guess 25.8 12890 22.05 0.75
2.54 0.95 Harold's Stores - 473 1.25 0.16
23.49 13.51 Hot Topic 19.4 48131 15.32 0.47
57.99 34.03 J.C. Penney 17.4 105777 49.62 2.29
58.90 45.09 Kohl's 23.0 130783 52.75 1.55
27.89 19.30 Limited Brands 15.7 58264 21.03 0.24
41.69 23.04 May Dept. Stores - 0 39.75 0.00
18.66 11.25 Mothers Work 31.2 244 12.20 0.10
100.98 55.04 Neiman Marcus 19.2 7969 99.15 0.28
24.41 14.76 New York & Co. 16.8 10756 15.48 -0.47
37.96 18.84 Nordstrom 21.7 134703 36.88 3.78
29.05 19.83 Pacific Sunwear 15.4 44022 23.24 1.28
46.88 33.86 Regis 28.5 6914 41.79 1.14
14.34 6.02 Retail Ventures - 11834 11.65 0.44
31.37 22.32 Ross Stores 19.9 39675 24.84 0.40
24.64 11.61 Saks 47.0 97893 20.58 -0.84
163.50 80.49 Sears 10.3 208058 132.74 1.11
26.70 15.88 ShopKo 15.1 26058 25.48 0.88
32.07 21.57 Stage Stores 14.2 7916 28.24 0.42
26.47 13.71 Stein Mart 20.7 4967 23.75 0.52
15.80 10.25 Syms 70.7 368 14.97 0.08
35.34 24.11 Talbots 17.4 19196 31.10 1.49
60.00 44.84 Target 22.2 131460 54.40 1.24
25.96 20.20 TJX 16.3 163857 21.40 1.04
9.69 2.36 United Retail Group - 3691 8.13 -0.15
62.96 30.34 Urban Outfitters 41.7 48197 56.92 2.92
57.89 44.53 Wal-Mart 18.1 514535 45.89 1.34
7.04 1.26 Wet Seal - 32543 4.60 -0.14
7.30 2.44 Wilsons Leather 2.5 9978 6.85 1.00
34.42 25.50 Zale 13.7 11969 28.70 1.18

56.31 41.61 Alberto Culver 19.4 38452 45.08 2.90
45.66 30.73 Avon 15.6 187203 31.97 -0.72
26.76 17.56 Benetton 28.0 378 21.29 1.34
37.87 23.61 Cherokee 16.3 773 33.50 1.35
36.42 19.54 Coach 31.9 71398 33.22 1.42
62.18 41.90 Columbia Sprtswr 13.5 9112 45.94 0.67
26.50 20.22 Elizabeth Arden 16.0 7639 22.80 0.36
47.50 36.84 Estee Lauder 22.3 36978 40.32 -0.21
32.37 18.90 Fossil 16.5 20297 21.10 -0.23
11.89 5.69 G-III 30.2 87 10.10 0.10
43.20 34.90 IFF 17.5 15556 35.78 0.08
21.80 11.41 Inter Parfums 25.1 1411 19.51 0.51
37.49 27.33 Jones Apparel 12.3 22706 27.64 0.11
37.68 23.53 Kellwood - 10099 24.40 0.57
35.29 24.66 Kenneth Cole 15.2 2592 28.26 0.62
43.82 34.15 Liz Claiborne 13.6 13547 40.86 0.87
6.20 2.98 Mossimo 16.5 420 4.87 -0.12
20.38 15.24 Movado 19.3 4866 19.88 1.52
92.43 74.52 Nike 17.0 108207 78.52 1.50
51.68 33.34 Oxford 15.6 2786 46.25 1.39
26.48 18.20 Perry Ellis 10.4 1142 24.71 -0.14
35.38 20.55 Phillips-Van Heusen 18.2 14378 33.76 0.78
53.25 33.75 Polo Ralph Lauren 22.3 27532 49.89 2.54
18.12 11.25 Quiksilver 19.2 70205 15.70 0.36
57.45 33.95 Reebok 15.9 20353 56.70 0.39
4.29 1.96 Revlon - 15595 3.69 0.27
21.84 16.15 Russell 13.5 4039 18.49 0.52
4.22 0.71 Tarrant - 12714 3.43 0.24
18.76 8.47 Tommy Hilfiger 14.5 15052 17.30 0.04
18.25 1.40 True Religion Apparel 27.3 11338 15.30 0.38
61.61 47.15 VF Corp. 13.2 14009 60.01 1.49
25.84 19.21 Warnaco 21.1 11890 25.66 1.08

Weekly Stock Index

RETAILERS
Abercrombie & Fitch
Aéropostale
American Eagle 
Ann Taylor
Bebe
Bluefly
Bon-Ton
Burlington Coat
Caché
Cato
Charlotte Russe
Charming Shoppes
Chico’s FAS
Children’s Place
CVS
Deb Shops
Dillard’s
Dollar General
Dress Barn
eBay
Family Dollar
Federated
Foot Locker
Gap
Goody’s
Gottschalks
Guess
Harold’s Stores
Hot Topic
J.C. Penney
Kohl’s
Limited Brands
May Dept. Stores
Mothers Work
Neiman Marcus
New York & Co.
Nordstrom
Pacific Sunwear
Regis
Retail Ventures
Ross Stores
Saks
Sears
ShopKo
Stage Stores
Stein Mart
Syms
Talbots
Target
TJX Cos.
United Retail Group
Urban Outfitters
Wal-Mart
Wet Seal
Wilsons Leather
Zale
VENDORS
Alberto Culver
Avon
Benetton
Cherokee
Coach
Columbia Sprtswr
Elizabeth Arden
Estée Lauder
Fossil
G-III
IFF
Inter Parfums
Jones Apparel
Kellwood
Kenneth Cole
Liz Claiborne
Mossimo
Movado
Nike
Oxford
Perry Ellis
Phillips-Van Heusen
Polo Ralph Lauren
Quiksilver
Reebok
Revlon
Russell
Tarrant
Tommy Hilfiger
True Religion Apparel
VF Corp.
Warnaco
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Chinese Laundry Cosmetic Bags and Etc.
Contemporary Legwear Co. seeks exp’d.
Independent Sales Representation. Must
have current following in mass market,
mid-tier, Dept. and Specialty Stores.
E-mail resume:sockster18@yahoo.com

For Space in Garment Center

Helmsley-Spear, Inc.
212-880-0414

Search For Space In Garment Center
Showroom/Office/Retail - no fee

www.midcomre.com
Or Call Paul 212 947-5500 X 100

Showrooms & Lofts
BWAY      7TH AVE      SIDE STREETS

Great ’New’ Office Space Avail
ADAMS & CO. 212-679-5500

West 34th Street Offices for Rent
from 2,000 sf to 4,500 sf available

Dumann Realty (212) 505-6300
www.dumann.com

Freelance Pet Specialist
• Style pets & accessories for
   runway shows
• Style showroom & store
   window displays
• Pet event planning -
   parties & trunk shows
• Private label/co-branding/
   licensing opportunities
• Tradeshows - exhibiting & attending

Please send inquiries to:
info@cloakanddawggie.com

or Call (212) 594-3800

PATTERN/SAMPLES
Reliable. High quality. Low cost. Fast
work. Small/ Lrg  production 212-629-4808

ACCESSORIES
DESIGNER/MERCHANDISER

INFANTS
RARE OPPORTUNITY…..Established
wholesale infant accessories co seeks
indiv exp’d in similar selling to mass
& dept store type accounts. MAC exp a
plus. Some travel involved. Licensed
& generic products produced. Email to:

giti.reiss@bagbazaar.com

Apparel Staffing, Ltd.
*PRODUCTION*DESIGN*FINANCE*
*TECH DESIGN*GRAPHIC DESIGN*
*MERCHANDISING*PRODUCT DEVEL*

www.apparelstaffing.com
Call Alan Wolf

Call: (212)302-0216   Fax: (212)302-1161

BUYER
NYC retail home store seeks a hands-
on Buyer with proven track record for
Open-To-Buy & product replenishment
on the item / classification level with
accountability for planning & execut-
ing to plan. Driven, highly organized
with outstanding computer skills and
3-5+ years in a specialty retail environ-
ment. E-mail resume & salary require-
ments to: homehrmail@yahoo.com

Cash For Retail Stock & Closeouts.
 No Lot Too Big or Too Small.

Call CLOTHES-OUT:
(937) 898-2975

Showrooms - 5th Ave + Soho to 57th St.
Hot Lofts - Wood Fl. + Light

Prime Manhattan Jon 212-268-8043
Search- www.manhattanoffices.com

Honduras Factory
Honduras Apparel Factory, extremely
versatile equipment & personnel, experi-
enced management in place, turn key
operation, WRAP Certified, will benefit
from CAFTA. Currently sewing knits &
woven garments.  Email/Fax for more info:
FACT4SALE@aol.com /  F: 516-505-1370

Patterns/Samples/Beading
Duplicates Cut & Sew

Fast & Full Service- Production
Call Johnny: 212-278-0608/646-441-0950

PATTERNS, SAMPLES,
PRODUCTIONS

All lines, Any styles. Fine Fast Service.
Call Sherry 212-719-0622.

PATTERNS, SAMPLES,
PRODUCTIONS

Full servcie shop to the trade.
Fine fast work. 212-869-2699.

PTTNS/SMPLS/PROD
High qlty, reasonable price. Any de-

sign & fabric. Fast work. 212-714-2186

CAD color & print stylist $55K-$60K. Min 1-2
yrs exp OK in print & yarn dyes. NED Graphics
or Photoshop OK. Develop packages to makers
of color standards. Deal w/ mills to resolve
prints. Do layouts. Recoloring, etc. Bway
@40th. Call 973-564-9236 Jaral Fashion Agcy.

CAD Design MGR $100-120K. Current
exp. in surface design. Prints & yarn
dyes. Follow-up on strike-offs. Supervise
2. Womenswear or lingerie exp ok. U4ia,
Illustrator, Photoshop. Madison Ave. @
34th Street. Call 973-564-9236 Jaral Agcy

DESIGN

Assistant Designer
Fast growing Accessory Co currently
seeking a talented assistant designer
to join the team. Proficiency in
Photoshop Illustrator required. Exp a
plus. Please fax resume to 212-563-5630
or Phone 212-563-5605.

Product Development
Coordinator

Major apparel company seeks Product
Development Coordinator with technical
knowledge of knits and woven athletic
performance fabrics. Candidate must
be highly organized and have an un-
derstanding of garment construction
and ability to work with overseas factories.
Good computer and communication
skills. Overseas travel essential.

Fax resume 212-239-2766

Design Assistant
Lingerie/RTW co. seeks design asst. w/
min. 3 yrs. exp. Ideal candidate knows
colors/trends, has ability to manage all
stages of NYC sample making, and
understands overseas production.
Knowledge of sketching, presentation
boards, specs, patterns, yields necessary.
Computer skills and organized a must.

Fax resume to: 646-349-4506

Cole Haan, Awarded the 2004 Footwear News Achievement
Award for Company of the Year, is a global lifestyle and
fashion brand that defines American style, beauty and luxury.
At Cole Haan, we thrive on the diverse talents of our employees
as they are the driving force behind our success. We currently
have exciting opportunities in the following areas :

FOOTWEAR and HANDBAG DESIGNERS
PRODUCT DEVELOPERS

DIRECTOR INTERNATIONAL MERCHANDISING
DIRECTOR VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS

MANAGER RETAIL OPERATIONS
MANAGER RETAIL CONSTRUCTION

MERCHANDISE PLANNERS
DISTRIBUTION ANALYST
ASSOCIATE DESIGNERS
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANTS

INTERNS

Cole Haan  offers a competitive salary and comprehensive
benefits package.  To apply, please fax or email resumes to:

212-515-1626 / Colehaan.hr@colehaan.com
Please indicate the job you’re applying for in the subject line

We are and Equal Opportunity Employer
M/F/D/V

Retail Managers
California based, well-capitalized start up company is looking
for an experienced luxury retail manager to open and man -
age its high-end retail store in Beverly Hills and Manhattan.

Job Overview
Successful candidates will be responsible for the effective
operation of the retail stores. Must also be able to manage
all policies and procedures for the effective operation of the
retail environment. This involves hiring and managing retail
staff, managing all inventories, scheduling personnel and
managing the execution of the brand within the store. The
Retail Manager is a key member of the Sales Management
team and is responsible for meeting sales and customer
satisfaction goals. Will work closely with VP sales to develop
new retail experiences.

We are looking for team leaders with technical aptitude and
5+ years of luxury retail management experience. Experi-
ence in managing the launch of new retail properties is a
plus. A commitment to working in a rapidly-changing,
dynamic start up environment and strong written and verbal
skills a must. We offer a competitive salary ($115K + based
on experience) and a comprehensive benefits package.

Please send resumes to: acoffin@faithus.com

Designer $150 to $165K. Current exp in better
bras for dept store market. Creative flair +
exp in bra fittings, first patterns, grading,
etc. Mdtn co. Call 973-564-9236 AGCY

Designer/$55-75K
MEN’S LOUNGEWEAR

For estab. co’s. "hot" branded Urban/
sports inspired lines (Dept./Specialty
stores) Req: hands on designer with
men’s/boy’s loungewear expr., trend
savvy, strong Illust/Photoshop skills.
 E-mail resume: cburke@ccburke.com
(Fax) 917-591-2521     (Tel) 212-481-1941

Designer

Associate Designer
Major apparel company seeks Associate
Designer with min. 3 years experience
in infant/toddler girls. Individual should
be able to work within design room/
sample room environment. Must have
knowledge Illustrator and Photoshop.

Fax resume 212-239-2766

Designer/Associate
Major apparel company seeks
Designer/Associate with minimum 3
years experience. Individual should
have strong athletic background and
be able to work within design
room/sample room environment.

Fax resume 212-239-2766
Designer

EUGENIA KIM 
ASST. SHOE DESIGNER

Eugenia Kim Inc., a high-end hat/shoe
design co,, seeks freelance Asst Shoe
Designer/Production Manager to help
design shoes, do sourcing, & oversee
European shoe production. Must have
min 1-2 yrs prof shoe design exp and
production exp, Photoshop/Illustrator
Please email resume, portfolio, & salary

reqs to rose@eugeniakim.com
or fax 212-674-1769

Designers $65K-$80K 7-16 Tweens
(1) Sportswear Knits & Wovens
(2) Denim Jeans
Call 973-564-9236 Jaral Agcy

Designers/Assistants/$45-60K
Great oppty to design for this very
"Hot" fashion forward Dept Store Urban
Inspired line. Req: Prev related expr,
strong Illust/Photoshop & hand sketch.
E-mail resume: cburke@ccburke.com
Fax: 917-591-2521         Ph: 212-481-1941

Designers                                     Immed
Sweaters

$40K to $70K
fgellis@winstonstaffing.com

DESIGNER SR./to $150K
Leather Handbags

For this well known designer’s brand
of leather bags for Dept Store market.
Required: Exp’d Sr. Handbag Designer,
"Hands-on" as well as lead team, Asian
travel expr., knowl of Illustrator.
E-mail resume: cburke@ccburke.com

Fax: 917-591-2521          Ph: 212-481-1941

Designer

SWEATER DESIGNER
Branded womenswear company seeks
designer for new hip sweater division.
Must have contemporary taste level.
Min 2 yrs import exp. & be able to handle
sweater develop. from design to produc-
tion. Must be technically knowledgable
in yarn qualities and knitting stitches.
Please Fax resume and examples of your
best contemporary/ designer sketches to
212-302-3318. Resume will not be con-
sidered without sketches.

Designer

WATCH DESIGNER
Seeking talented individuals to join
our growing team. Watch design exp.
preferred, but would consider jewelry
designers as well. Great work atmosphere
and benefits. Please send resume to:

hr@ecclissi.com

Vice President of
Design

Major department store
jewelry manufacturer and
distributor looking for a
talented individual to lead
the design team and oversee
all brands of the company’s
high end costume and fine
jewelry. Must be strategic
thinker w/ trend knowledge.
Senior experience with major
brand a must.
Please send resume to:
HR@NadriJewelry.com

DESIGNER BOYS
T-SHIRTS

Graphic Designer/Illustrator–
Central Jersey Art Dept.
seeks F/T Illustrator/Graphic
Designer for trendy Boy’s
t-shirt line. Strong typography
and illustration skills, great
creative group environment.
MAC exp. a must. Email
   resume and 3 samples to:
lstricchiola@giemail.net

Fax: 732-280-6190

Luxury Retail Manager
Fashion & Accessories Co.
opening flagship store on 5th Ave;
seeking Retail Mgr to oversee
sales staff, assist in buying/
merchandising. Prior luxury re-
tail exp of min. 5 yrs at the
manager/Assistant Manager
level req’d. Please Fax resume
to JD: 212-688-1081

Division Head
FASHION PET ACCESSORIES
Fashion Pet, Inc., the largest importer
of Pet Apparel in the USA, is looking
for an entrepreneurial person to manage
this growing division. Candidates should
have minimum of 5 years experience
managing fashion support staff, designers
& sales personnel, and possess a thorough
understanding of costing. MUST be a
"Pet-Lover", understand fashion, and
have an ability to spot talent & trends.
Previous travel to Asia a big plus. Must
be motivated, detail oriented, comfortable
making presentations, and possess an
extreme desire to succeed. Report directly
to the President. Excellent salary and
benefits. Located in Bloomfield, NJ.
Please E-mail resume & salary history
to: sydellef@ethicalpet. com

EDI/AS400/Data Entry
Dress/Sportswear Co. seeks person with
extensive knowledge of AS400 operating
system and/or strong EDI experience.
Please Fax resumes to: 516-829-7881

MDSING Trnee/Asst-Pref rec CG or
some exp/must sketch/know Photo/control
samples/E-mail/follow-up. $30-35K
Les Richards Agcy   Call (212) 221-0870

NEW SEPTEMBER JOBS
* EVP Women’s Accessories $150K+++
* Sourcing/Purchasing             $75K++
JCP a Must. Bi-Ling Mand/Cantonese

* IMPORT MGR NJ                  To $80K
Bi-Lingual Mandarin/Cantonese

Must have Women’s Apparel & Custom
Broker Bkgrd.  Only Candidates with

Requirements will be contacted.
Call Laurie 212-947-3399

or e-mail laurie@karlyn.com
KARLYN FASHION RECRUITERS

Patternmaker to $65K. Strong current
exp. in first patterns of womens woven
bottoms. Must hang w/ Diesel, Banana
Republic, Calvin Klein, Lucky, etc.
Midtown Co. Call 973-564-9236 AGCY

PDM Web $50K. Min 1 year exp.
Knowledge in bills of materials, sewing
instructions, Adobe Illustrator, Mid-
town large co. Call 973-564-9236 Agcy

Prod. Patternmaker
Missy sportswear seeks production.
patternmaker w/ gerber system exp. Must
have 10 yrs. exp & must know woman
<plus> size patterns. Located in Carlsladt,
NJ. Excellent benefits & salary.
Fax Resume: 212-768-7973 Attn Francine

or Call 212-768-3380
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DESIGNER
MEN’S T-SHIRTS 
Graphic Designer/Illustrator–
Central Jersey Art Dept.
seeks F/T Illustrator/Graphic
Designer for trendy Men’s
t-shirt line. Strong typography
and illustration skills, great
creative group environment.
MAC exp. a must. Email
   resume and 3 samples to:
lstricchiola@giemail.net

Fax: 732-280-6190

PRODUCTION
ASSISTANT

MAXX NEW YORK HANDBAGS is
seeking exp’d, energetic individual to
assist production manager. Candidate
must have good communication skills,
be detailed oriented, able to work in
fast paced environment to handle follow
up with all phases of production dept.
Computer skills req. Fax res. 212-679-0311

Production Assistant
NYC childrenswear co. seeks detail-
oriented indiv w/min 1-3 yrs exp in
follow-ups on all prod’n stages
including lab dips, fabrics and
garment construction.

Fax resume to Eli 212-967-9328.
Email NYCDesignDept@yahoo.com.

PRODUCTION ASST ________$30-35K
Order Trim, Follow-up, Data Entry

Jennifer Glenn SRI Search 212-465 8300
jennifer@srisearch.com

PRODUCTION COORD/
ASSISTANT

Leading garment importer seeks an
organized and self-motivated applicant
with 3 yrs experience in ladies’ woven/
knit garment production. Must be PC
literate (Excel, Word, Photoshop) req’d.
Fax resume & salary requirements to:

(212) 869-8961

PRODUCTION COORDINATOR
Knitwear co. seeks indiv w/ strong impt.
prod’n exp. Daily, extensive comm w/
Shanghai office. Must be exp’d w/ knit-
wear, costing, Time & Action Calendar
& the demands of the entire prod’n cycle.
Proficient in Outlook & Excel. Aria a +.
Min 5 yrs exp. Fax: (212) 704-0232

PRODUCTION
COORDINATOR

Private label ladies sportswear seeks
detail oriented & well-organized indi-
vidual. 3-5 yrs. experience communi-
cating with overseas factory, issue cut
ticket, follow-up on fabric, trim, and
garment flow. Strong computer skills
a must. Please fax or email resume to:
212-268-3654 / apostionavail@aol.com

 PRODUCTION MANAGER
Contemp dsgn firm seeks VERY
STRONG OVERSEAS PROD MGR.
Must be detail oriented, highly motivated
to work for fast paced prodn dept. Report to
director of production. Min 6yrs exp req
w/overseas prodn; must be strong in
costing at dsgner level, w/solid T&A
management skills & be highly proficient
in Excel. Very organized, w/good manage-
ment & communication skills. Please
e-mail resume w/ salary req a MUST: 

resumeRT@gmail.com or fax:
212.302.3482 attn:DRD

Production Manager
Knitwear

Experienced/hands on "doer" needed to
manage approximately $15-20 million
of sweater & knit overseas production.
Fax resume attn KP  212.221.8135

DESIGNER MISSY
T-SHIRTS

Graphic Designer/Illustrator-
Central Jersey Art Dept.
seeks F/T Illustrator/Graphic
Designer for trendy missy
t-shirt line. Strong typography
and Illustration skills, great
creative group environment.
MAC exp. a must. Email
 resume and 3 samples to: 

Production

SATYA JEWELRY
PRODUCTION MANAGER
Min. 5 years exp. in domestic mfg. using
sterling & gemstones. Excellent computer,
inventory, and organizational skills req’d.
COMPETITIVE SALARY & BENEFITS.
Come join our exciting, growing company! 
E-mail: beth@satyajewelry.com

PRODUCT MGR                         $45-65K
HF/Textile exp Chinese speaking A+

Jennifer Glenn SRI Search 212-465 8300
jennifer@srisearch.com

Retail Analyst $75K. Current exp for
softgoods co. req’d. Use Kmart Workbench
or Walmart retail link web for planning +
forecasting etc. Call 973-564-9236 Agcy

RETAIL STORE MGR           $50-65K+
Hi-end interior dsgn boutiq. Speak French 
MKTG MGR/Jewelry exp/Int’l co.  $45K+
SALES ASSOC/Optical exp-1 yr   $35K+
FAX: 212-481-4086           ibs@ibsny.net

SAMPLEMAKER
Couture co. seeks experienced highly

skilled sewers/tailors
Please call 212-869-2296

Shipping Manager
Stephan & Co.

Women’s fashion jewelry importer
seeks shipping manager with a min of
5 years. exp. Must be capable of super-
vising a staff of 25 in all aspects of
shipping/receiving and have exp. with
shipping to specialty stores and to ma-
jor dept. stores. Must be proficient in
Mas 200, EDI, and Excel. Excellent
package.  Salary commensurate w/exp.

Fax resume to: 212-481-4244
Attn: Human Resources

SPEC TECH
Fast paced womenswear manufacturer
seeks spec tech person to spec dresses
and sportwear items for private label
accounts. Must have minimum 1 year
experience in import experience and
must have technical knowledge of gar-
ment construction and measurements.
Computer proficiency required.

Fax resume to 212-302-3318

Tech Designer to $160K. Current exp
in BRAS. Strong in first patterns/ grading.
Work with samplemakers. Creative.
Call 973-564-9236 Jaral Fashion Agency

Technical Designer
Gelmart Industries

A Private Label manufacturer of intimate
apparel seeks detail minded tech.
designer for bras & panties. Must be
well versed in tech design from prototypes
to finished patterns. Need knowledge
of garment construction specs, grading
and fit approval process. Minimum 2 - 4
yrs. Experience in intimate apparel.
Need good communication skills for
working with sales, merchandising
staff and overseas factories. Position
located in midtown. Please mail resume
w/ salary req. to Gelmart Industries,
attn; Human Resources, 136 Madison
Ave. 4th Fl. NY, NY 10016 or

E-mail Ronh@gelmart.com

Technical Designer
Westchester based Sportswear Mfg.
seeks indiv w/ knit exp - woven bottoms
a plus. Person must have strong tech-
nical skills and knowledge of garment
construction. Daily correspondence w/
factories & customers as you follow
samples from 1st fit thru prod’n.
Please fax your resume to 914-328-7941

or E-mail Donna@Niteksusa.com

Tech Spec to $45K. Min 1 year exp in
infants, newborn, or toddler. Knits +
wovens. Knowledge of construction of gar-
ments. Mdtn Co. Call 973-564-9236  Agcy

AAA-1 Sales Opportunity
Famous Int’l. Designer Accessory firm
seeks an exp’d. SALES MANAGER w/
solid contacts w/Dept. Stores/Specialty
Accounts to grow its est’d. business in
the upscale U.S. market. Based in New
York showroom. Good package includes
health benefits.  EEO E-mail resume to:
wholesalerecruitment@yahoo.com

DEVI KROELL
Account Manager

Candidate will manage selected whole-
sale accounts, present collections to
buyers, analyze sales performance,
follow production & shipments, pitch
new stores nationally & internationally.
Candidate needs to be agressive and
pro-active. 3-5 yrs of relevant exp req’d,
excellent knowledge of spreadsheets a
MUST, Italian a plus. E-mail applica-
tions only to: info@devikroell.com

Please include salary expectations.

Exciting Sales Oppty
New York based co requires a responsi-
ble individual for the young men’s &
women’s apparel mkt. Seeking aggres-
sive, hands on exp’d person who has
style sensibility to cater to major
retailers in Mid-West & West Coast
areas. Relationships w/ market a must.
Great oppty. Business in place, position
vacant.  Fax: 212-245-7615

Exec. Salesperson Wanted
Large Sweater Company looking for Exec.

Salesperson to deal w/ Dept. Stores
Contact:  Peter at 212-840-1313

is currently looking for an 
Account Executive 

to join our wholesale team. This person
will work with specialty and
department stores and be responsible
for sales within the mens Tailored
Clothing and Sportswear division. The
ideal candidate will have at least 3-4
years of directly related experience.
This person should have excellent
communication and analytical skills,
be a problem solver with proficiency in
office computer applications.

Please Fax resume to:
Human Resources at 212-254-1890

LINKS OF LONDON
Dynamic UK jewelry/gift brand
seeks two qualified candidates:

INSIDE SALES/SUPPORT
Needed to contribute to our wholesale
business growth. Requirements include:
professional phone manner, analytical
skills, strong Excel, attention to detail,
attendance at trade shows; minimum 2
years sales admin/support.

ASSISTANT STORE MANAGER
For our Soho New York store location.
Requirements include: a passion for
customer service, attention to detail,
minimum 2 years luxury goods retail
experience.

To apply for either position,
please e-mail resume to:
hr@linksoflondon.com

or fax with a cover letter and
 salary requirements to:

Links of London, Inc., 535 Madison Ave.,
New York, New York 10022

Fax: (212) 588-1606

M.O.B. DRESS
SALES EXECUTIVE

Well established Special Occassion Dress
company in NYC is looking for an
experienced and proven M.O.B. Account
Executive. In addition to M.O.B. Sales
exp, position also requires excellent
analytical, communication, follow up
and computer skills. For consideration,
please email resume & salary requirements to
MOBAcctExec@gmail.com

National Sales Manager
Seeking individual for Infant-wear line.
Responsible for major chain store busi-
ness development & management of
Nat’l. Sales force. Base + commission,
based on exp. and growth of accounts.
E-mail: mike@momdesigns.com

A.B.S. Dresses By Allen Schwartz
Celebrity Collection

Director of Sales
A.B.S., a leader in Contemporary dresses has an in-
credible opportunity for a self-motivated executive
to head up sales for our new dress lisencee in
NY. This person must have established relationships
with major department stores and specialty chains.
Minimum 5 years experience required. All replies
kept confidential.

E-Mail: lsinger@absstyle.com

Patricia Field Handbag
Sales and Management

Spirited Energetic Person Needed to
Spearhead New division. If you have
the contacts, we have the product.

Please reply to Laruebags@aol.com

Richard Leeds Int’l
Branded & Private Label Intimate

Apparel Co Seeking:

Account Executive
Ideal candidate will be aggressive,
motivated, self-starter. Retail buying
background & product dev exp req.
Must have worked w/ midtier & mass-
market accts. Prof in Excel & Word.

Retail Analyst
Ideal candidate will have full under-
standing of all components of retail
planning & analysis. Must be able to
manage retail /wholesale data to drive
business & focus on bottom line. Must
have strong retail or planning back-
ground in addition to superior Excel &
Word.

Excellent benefits.
Send resume/salary reqs to:

hr@richardleeds.com

SALES ANALYST
Major Intimate Apparel Co. seeks
a bright, energetic and self motivated
multi-tasker to analyze POS sales and
inventory.  Must by highly analytical,
proficient in MS Excel (Access a plus).
Must have excellent organizational and
communication skills.  Knowledge of
Wal-Mart retail link is a plus. 

Please email resumes to:
postresume@compuserve.com

SALES EXECUTIVE

*ACCESSORIES*

NEW YORK SHOWROOM
Max Leather Group/Cipriani Accessories ,
a leading designer belt, small leather
goods and cold weather accessories
company, has an outstanding career
opportunity for a Sales/Account
Executive to join our growing company.
This position is based out of our New
York Showroom.
Our prestigious lines include Michael
Kors, Guess, Nine West and Calvin Klein.

The successful candidate will be
responsible for handling designer and
private labels for dept, specialty and
off price accounts. We seek someone
who has established contacts and who
has a proven track record of generating
new accounts and relationship building.
Oppties exist in both ladies/men’s sales.

The ideal candidate will be an organized,
highly motivated individual capable of
juggling priorities and working in a
fast paced environment. A min of 3-5
yrs’ sales exp req’d, preferably
w/belts/small leather goods/accessories.
The ability to work independently and
use sound judgment is essential.
Excellent communication skills and a
polished presentation are a must.

We are offering a competitive salary,
depending on bkgd/exp, coupled w/a
comprehensive employee benefits pkg.

Qualified candidates should submit
resume/cover letter indi-cating salary

req’ts as a Word document to:
amiller@maxleather.com

Sales                                               Immed
Several Spots

Mens/Womens/Childrens
$40K to $100K

fgellis@winstonstaffing.com

Sales Key Account Exec. $150K++. Cur-
rent exp in womens wool, rain, outerwear,
+ leather req’d. Strong relationships May
Co. or Federated or other dept. stores. Exp
in store plans. Call 973-564-9236 Jaral Agcy

Sales Manager
Designer jewelry company seeks moti-
vated Sales Manager with at least 5
years experience in luxury jewelry /
accessories market. Ideal candidate
will be detail oriented with excellent
oral and written communication skills
Management experience required.
Excellent salary and benefits.

Email: hr@meandrojewelry.com or
Fax: 212-431-8650, Attn: HR

SALES PRO
Better to Bridge Suit Comp., needs
exp. individual for sales in specialty &
dept. chains, and product development
for fast growing private label division.
Pls fax: 212-869-5393

Sportswear Salesperson
Sportswear Co seeks an energetic and
creative sales pro w/ department &
specialty store following. Sal & Comm.

Please fax resume to: 212-292-3556

Looking for experienced luxury sales
staff and manager to join our dynamic
team of professionals. RETAIL STORE
MANAGER with prior management
experience. RETAIL SALES professionals
Candidates must have 3- 5 years+
experience in the luxury goods market.

Email resume w/ cover letter or
questions to: hr@meandrojewelry.com

LINGERIE/SLEEPWEAR
Est’d. Mfr. seeks an “INDEPENDENT
SALES REP” to promote & develop
business w/major Dept./Chain Stores.
Great support for product development &
seasonal designs from factory and mer-
chandising team in N. America. Must
have existing  customers/contacts. Please
E-mail resumes & compensation expected
to: sales@cerie.com

Newly est’d., NY based, well financed,
edgy, fine jewelry line (18k, 14k, Vermeil,
sterling) seeking NY showroom repre-
sentation w/est’d. relationships in the
better market. Call Jan @ 212-807-1754

Handbag & Accessory
Sales Executive

Rare Opportunity to hire an extraordi-
nary, dynamic handbag & accessory
executive who currently manages over
30 mil sales & personally does over 15
mil to major dept stores / regional
dept stores & chains, off-price retail-
ers, specialty shoe chains and direct
1st cost business. Seeking a company
that needs leadership in sales & direc-
tion in mdse, to increase volume. If
you need the best, I am your person!

Box#M 1070
c/o Fairchild Publications
7 West  34th Street, 4th Fl

New York, NY 10001

Sales/Operations Exec.
Accomplished Sales/Operations Exec.
is seeking a part-time job. Excellent
background, years of interviewing and
strong contacts at local colleges. Superb
references. Salary open. Call or email:
212-758-5219  / evyz@earthlink.net

lstricchiola@giemail.net
Fax: 732-280-6190



Sponsored by:

For information: 212.630.4779 or ceoapparel@fairchildpub.com

WWD|DNR Retail|Apparel CEO Summit

Nov. 2–4, 2005, The Ritz-Carlton, Battery Park, New York City

WWD DNR
CEOSUMMIT

A peer-to-peer meeting
for CEOs managing the challenge of change

THE CHALLENGE OF CHANGE

Including: 

Vera Wang
Vera Wang Bridal House Ltd.
Vera Wang
Vera Wang Bridal House Ltd.

Robert Polet
Gucci Group NV
Robert Polet
Gucci Group NV

Myron E. Ullman III
J.C. Penney Company Inc.
Myron E. Ullman III
J.C. Penney Company Inc.

Eric C. Wiseman
VF Corp. 
Eric C. Wiseman
VF Corp. 

Claudio Del Vecchio
Retail Brand Alliance Inc.
Claudio Del Vecchio
Retail Brand Alliance Inc.

Mindy Grossman
Nike Inc.
Mindy Grossman
Nike Inc.

David Lauren
Polo Ralph Lauren
David Lauren
Polo Ralph Lauren

Gregory Scott
bebe stores inc.   
Gregory Scott
bebe stores inc.   

Nicolas Ghesquière
Balenciaga SA
Nicolas Ghesquière
Balenciaga SA

Terri L. Kelly
W. L. Gore & Associates Inc.
Terri L. Kelly
W. L. Gore & Associates Inc.

Ronald B. Johnson
Apple Retail 
Ronald B. Johnson
Apple Retail 

Marjorie Yang
Esquel Group
Marjorie Yang
Esquel Group




